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This thesis spotlights the travel and leisure magazine industry within South Africa. It 
contends that the travel writing genre is susceptible to a number of biases, both past and 
present, which ultimately affect the way its overall content is produced and presented to 
the public. This work was substantiated through a set of qualitative interviews with key 
professionals within the South African travel and leisure magazine industry, as well as 
through a theme- based content analysis of a number oflocal travel writing publications. 
This study adds to a rather extensive line of research written on the topic of travel writing 
regarding a number of older criticisms of bias including 'othering', escapism, and 
gendering. However, it also focuses on a number of more modem biases such as direct 
advertising, advertorial usage, as well as the acceptance of 'freebies' and barter 
agreements, none of which has been given much attention in previous research. The sheer 
existence of these and other biases within the modem South African travel and leisure 
magazine industry exhibits an absolute necessity of examination into such a topic, 
especially given the importance and overall influence that the travel writing industry has 
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INTRODl"CTION AND STATEMEl'T OF PliRPOSE 
Introduction and statement of purpose 
I he tourism industry \\ithin South Africa is e-,tremely important to the c()untr~ 's overall 
economy in terms of employment as \\ell as Gross Domestic Product (G[)p). According 
to the International Marketing Council of South Africa (International Marketing Council 
of South Africa, :2008), the South African tourism industry accounts j~)r over 7 ~;) of the 
country's total employ menL and its "contributions to the country's Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) increase[ed] from 4RYo back in 1 C)C)] to 8.]% in :2006": doubling its 
numbers in just over a decade. 
As one of the mediums used to promote the tourism industry, trmc! writing comes in a 
number of different formats, such as novels, magazines, ne\\spaper m1icles, videos, 
presentations. web-site productions, as well as trmel guides. As a genre, travel writing 
has exploded into a ubiquitous industry upon which would-he trmellers and escapists 
ha\"e gnmn to rely \vhen planning their trawls. or when looking for a break from their 
everyday lives. 
The reason to use magazines instead of online material \\as based on the fact that it is 
more ora well developed and accessihle form of the genre. Online based material \\as 
not analyzed because a large majority of the South African public is unable to readily 
access online content. 
These magazines hy nature are commercially driven and operate in a highly competitive 
market em ironment. Consequently. to sell their puhlications. the producers need to he 
mindful oCtheirtarget audiences' interests (Kurtz. J99]: ]55-]78). In doing so. the 
o\erall focus oCthe magazine stalTwill he driven to\\ards the desires of their target 










Considering the important role that the tr~1\el \\Titing industr;. pl<1y:-; in the country's local 
and international tourism. it is necessary to hm e a better understanding of potential bias 
in South African trawl \\Titing. This paper \\ill adcl to the small amount of n:search clone 
,)11 the commercial aspects of local South African tra\el \\I"iting (Glenn. 2()()S: Lazar. 
.2()05 ). 
Ihe purpose of this research is to anal) ze the trmel and leisure magazine industry \\ithin 
South Africa. to lirst see if there are any biases present. and to see \\ hich forms these 
biases take. As found in past research. there have been a number of inherent biases 
present within the trawl \\Titing genre as a whole. These representational biases include 
that of racial bias and 'othering' (Coetzee. 1989: Crush. 2000: Dixon. 2007: Fcmler. 
.2007: Hall. 2000: Pratt. 1992: Rizzo. 2007: Said. 1979: Tmares and Brosseau. 20(6). 
gender biases (Clapp. 2004: Susan Kollin. 1997: \an Eeden. 2006:). as well as escapism 
biases (Dixon. 2007: Fo",ler. 2007: Krist. 1993: Olsaretti. 2007: Rizzo. 2007: Said. 1978: 
Tavares and Brosseau. 2006). The commercial biases (Glenn. 2008: Lazar. 20(5) in terms 
of paid- for content and the genres use of barter agreements are also an area \\<hich has 
been analyzed: yet to a much smaller scale. This thesis will explore these forms of bias. 
and identif~ if there is evidence of these or additional bias within the trawl and leisure 
magazine industry. The purpose of doing so would be to provide the academic reader 
\\ith a better understanding of travel \\lTiting in South Africa. and to uncover the 
organizational complexities currently taking place \vithin the South African travel and 
leisure magazine industry. This study will also expose a currently rele\al1t and 
necessary area of research for media studies in general. If any indicators of bias arc 
found. than future den::lopment of this thesis could be to educate the public of any 
potential bias and how to control f()r it. I t falls outside of the scope of this paper to 
analyze \\hether the e\cryday reader understands or identifies any potential bias. 
In order to achie\e this. the fol\O\\ing research \\ill gi\C detail of the tourism industry 
\\ ithin South ;\1i"ica. sho\\ing the importance that these publications hme on the tourism 
industry. It \\ill also offer a historical background of the South l\frican tn1\el \\Titing 










industry and its target audience. In order to gi\e a better understanding of bias. and hcm 
it has maniICsted itsell"\\ithin the genre in the past. this research \\ill also look to the 
academic research associated \\ith the topic. :\e,-:t. it \\ ill concentrate on the research of 
the present study b) e,-:plaining hoth the methods and the iindings or a content analysis. 
as \\ell as a set or qualitati\e intenic\\s with key trawl \Hiting professionals \\ithin the 













SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM AND TRAVEL WRITING 
Introduction 
In order to exemplify the importance that tourism has on the South African economy, and 
to fully grasp the fundamental role that travel writing has on tourism, the following 
chapter will offer a short background on South African tourism. In addition to this, it will 
also detail recent changes and cast an eye on potential future developments in the travel 
writing industry. 
South African tourism 
After South Africa had been reprimanded for its political 'policies' during apartheid, the 
tourism industry within the country, and thus its effect on the economy, was quite low 
(Swarbrooke & Homer, 1999: 23-24). At the time, "only the white minority could 
participate actively in the well-developed domestic tourism industry" (Swarbrooke & 
Homer, 1999: 24). Since the end of apartheid these realities have changed, and South 
Africa "attract[s] large numbers of ... tourists" (Swarbrooke & Homer, 1999: 24). 
The tourism market now accounts for a large portion of the South African economy. Ian 
Glenn (2008: 366) says that "South Africa makes more money from tourism as an 
industry than from any other sector". According to Julius Baumann (2008: 2), the 
Aviation and Tourism Editor of Business Day, South Africa had over 9. I-million foreign 
visitors in 2007, which was an 8.3% increase from 2006, and approximately a 45% 
increase since 1966. Baumann (2008: 2) goes on to say that tourist arrivals into South 
Africa surpassed "the global average of 6.6% [in 2007] and pushed SA [South Africa] 
from 29th to 28 th position in the global tourism rankings." Audrey D' Angelo (2008: 7) of 
The Star states that Peter Bacon, "the non-executive chairman of Western Cape tourism 
authority Cape Town Routes Unlimited forecasts a continuing boom for the industry for 
this year [2008] and next [2009]" despite the present economic situation. She is hopeful 












The important role of travel writing 
As a result of the growth and the influx in the South African tourism industry, there has 
been a steady increase and push for people to take up the craft of travel writing (Cape 
Argus, 2008: 4; Citizen, 2006: 3). This has been driven by the do-it-yourself travel and 
leisure guidebookl fonn ofthe genre, instead of just the traditional annchair travel style2 . 
Jonathan Crush (2000: 439) says that many travel writers are now writing step-by-step 
Lonely Planet types of narrative and adventures that describe the 'dark continent' in 
"obsessive and overwhelming detail". 
South African Tourism has decided to use these new fonns of travel writing to their 
advantage in order to promote the South African brand to the global community. 
According to the Cape Argus (2008: 4), South African Tourism has teamed up with CNN 
International for the next three years in the hopes of promoting the country in the years 
leading up to the 2010 soccer W orId Cup, and thus encouraging further tourism to the 
country. The two corporations have started a website (www.mvsouthafrica.tv) and have 
encouraged CNN international viewers to create their own web-pages in which they can 
post photos, stories, and videos depicting their experiences within South Africa (Cape 
Argus, 2008: 4). In order to convince viewers to do this, not only have they chosen to 
promote the mysouthafrica site on television, and on various social networking sites such 
as Facebook, Flickr, and certain blogs, but South Africa Tourism has also created a 
competition where the author of the best travel story gets a free trip to South Africa (Cape 
Argus, 2008: 4). 
In addition to this, South Africa Tourism specifically handpicked eleven top journalism 
students from across the nation to attend an extremely competitive ten week travel 
writing program (Citizen, 2006: 3). The program was filled with various "presentations, 
workshops and assignments facilitated by some of South Africa's leading travel writers" 
at the Institute for the Advancement of Journalism (Citizen, 2006: 3). Moeketsi Mosola, 
from South African Tourism, believes that at present there are only a handful of 
professional travel writers within the country (Citizen, 2006: 3). Therefore, in the hope 











Africa Tourism decided to organize this new course in the hope of widening the sources 
from which new travel writing content could be taken (Citizen, 2006: 3). 
The above expressed the importance that tourism has on the economy. It also indicated 
the role that the travel writing industry will play in promoting tourism in the future. With 
this understanding, what is now needed is a more detailed understanding of the history of 













TRA VEL WRITING IN SOUTH AFRICA 
Introduction 
This section will give a background of the travel writing genre within South Africa. It 
will also look closely at the travel and leisure magazine industry within the country. In 
doing so it will describe why this form of the genre is the focus of this thesis' analysis. 
Travel writing written on South Africa 
Given the relatively long history of South Africa, there have been a large number of 
travel narratives written on the country. South Africa was visited by people from many 
foreign cultures, many of whom depicted their journeys around the country. 
According to Dorothea Fairbridge (1918: 15), the first recorded foreign expedition to 
South Africa was taken in 600 B.C. by the Egyptians, who brought back "gold, ivory, and 
other precious commodities for the Pharaoh" N echo. Although they were not the same 
forms of travel writing seen today, Fairbridge states that their priests "and other learned 
men ofthe day" kept records of this journey, and shared them with the Greek historian, 
Herodotus3 (Fairbridge, 1918: 15). 
Such documented exploration of the cape did not end with the Egyptians. The 
Portuguese, English, French, and Dutch also visited, and documented their visits 
throughout the area. When Sir Francis Drake sailed around the Cape of Good Hope in 
1580 he recorded that "This cape is a most stately thing, and the fairest cape that we saw 
in the whole circumference of the earth" (in Fairbridge, 1918: 25). 
In the seventeenth century, explorers began to illustrate their beliefs and experiences of 
the foreign land and its inhabitants back to their governments in Europe, with the 
intention of offering colonial recommendations for purposes of trade, religion, and so 











wrote to England urging them to settle along the Cape of South Africa (F airbridge, 1918: 
29). 
Saldania would beare any thinge that would be sowen or planted in it, as 
for all kinde of graine, whete, barlye, &c., besides all kinde of fruite, as 
oranges, lemons, limes, and grapes, &c. Beinge planted and sowne in due 
time, and kept as it ought to bee, if this countrye were inhabited by a civell 
nation, haveinge a castle or forte for defence against the outrage of those 
heathenish people and to withstand any forraine force, in shorte time it 
might bee broght to some civillitie, and within fewe yeares able of it selfe 
to furnish all shipps refreshinge, for the countrye at present doth abound 
with fishe and flesh in greate plentie 
(in Fairbridge, 1918: 29). 
Although the English at that time did not act upon 1 ourdain' s recommendation, the Dutch 
in 1652, lead by lohan van Riebeeck, did (Fairbridge, 1918: 37) and laid plans for the 
Fort of Good Hope and the Company Gardens (Fairbridge, 1918: 37). 
At this point in time, the travel writing genre world-wide was made up of many different 
narratives each detailing various encounters with the locals, with the great outdoors, as 
well as with early colonial life. Such narratives took the forms of diaries, letters 
(Hammerton 2004, 165-166), memoirs, photography, ethnographic studies, and 
travelogues, originating from a number of different authors within many different 
professions (Tavares & Brosseau, 2006: 302). 
In an attempt at giving order, European colonizers documented and categorized all living 
species on earth (Glenn, 2008: 368). This originated with the Linnaeus System, a 
scientific cataloguing system for foreign plants, animals, and cultures (Pratt, 1992: 31). 
It was not until the eighteenth century before a more serious and more recognizable form 
of the travel writing genre made its way back to Europe (Pratt, 1992: 41). 
In her research comparing colonial discourse and contemporary photography, Rhoda 
Rosen (1992: 6) states that some of the first ethnographic photographic representations of 











today such as Sir Edmond Hillary or Robert Falcon Scott, but rather were taken by 
Western soldiers who arrived in the country due to military expansion. 
Mary Louise Pratt (1992: 43) states that one of the first written accounts of South African 
travel writing found throughout Europe was written by Peter Kob, a mathematician sent 
over to the colony in 1706. Although he was meant to carry out astronomical and 
meteorological research while in the country, he also wrote a detailed account describing 
the social realities of the Hottentot people (Pratt, 1992: 43). 
The writings of Francois Levaillant are also highly recognized within South African 
travel writing history. According to Glenn (2008: 368), Levaillant spent the majority of 
his life writing about South Africa, its people, and its wildlife. Levaillant travelled 
throughout South Africa between the years 1780-1784, and is credited with writing the 
"best-ever account" of the Gonaquois, "a small group of Xhosa" (Glenn, 2008: 368). He 
is also credited as being the creator of the most common style of travel writing found 
within travel and nature magazines throughout the globe today; "the story which is 
written in first person and includes maps and pictures (Glenn, 2008: 369). According to 
Glenn (2008: 371), if anyone were to read a story or article in a publication like "Africa 
Geographic or Weg! ... [they would be] using media forms he [Levaillant] shaped." 
As colonies expanded, later forms of travel writing in the nineteenth century were written 
by various writers depicting their stay within the country for social, business, or historical 
recording purposes. The travelogues of Lady Anne Barnard, Henry Lichtenstein, and 
George Thompson exemplify early travel writing such as this. 
Barnard, accompanied by her husband, Colonial Secretary Andre Barnard, lived in the 
Cape from the late eighteenth century to the early nineteenth century (Morris, Linnegar, 
South Africa Ministry of Education, Human Sciences Research Council Social Cohesion 
and Integration Research Programme, 2004: 81). Although her writing took the form of 
personal diaries and were not influential at the time (due to her sex), Michael Morris et 











must have been like during British rule. This was especially the case as she documented 
issues revolving around such things as "class and racial divisions, and on slavery" 
(Morris et al., 2004: 81). 
Lichtenstein (1928 : xiv), a medical doctor and professor of natural history wrote a series 
of travel narratives depicting his time spent within the South African colony from the 
year 1803 to 1806. He wrote his portrayal of South Africa in the nineteenth century in 
order to provide a broad history of the country focusing on its topography, its politics, 
and its ethnography (Lichtenstein, 1928: xiv). 
Thompson (1967: xvii-8), a British merchant and an eight year resident in the city of 
Cape Town, also wrote a series of travel narratives starting in the year 1823. Between 
attending the funeral of Napoleon I and returning home to live his last years in England, 
Thomas wrote about his travels throughout South Africa by horse and buggy while 
investigating business prospects throughout the colony (Thompson, 1967: xvii - 8). 
At the time that these two and others like them were writing, travel and thus tourism was 
not as common as it is at present. Journey times were extraordinarily long (Hammerton, 
2004: 162), and travel was complicated (Swarbrooke & Homer, 1999: 14) and expensive, 
which would indicate that the average person simply could not consider such trips. 
Glenn (2008: 368-369) describes how Levaillant who was not a "wealthy tourist or. .. a 
funded scientist" had to convince "the treasurer of the Dutch East India Company, Jacob 
Temminick, to let him come out to collect animals and birds and to give him company 
support while he was [t]here." Travel writing inevitably became associated as a form of 
'arm-chair' travel in which the reader was able to fantasize himself exploring the far off 
and exotic comers of the earth while still staying within the comforts of his own home 
and limits of his pocket book. 
As time passed "imperial travel gave way to mass tourism in the twentieth century" 
(Tavares & Brosseau, 2006:305). Although the far comers of the earth had been 











desire to write about distant and undiscovered places still remained (Tavares & Brosseau, 
2006: 305). 
These same virginal features of exploration and the need to document newly developed 
colonies are still evident within the genre today. Many contemporary travel writers still 
write about their trying exploratory journeys throughout the African continent as if they 
were the first to document these experiences, and visit these countries (Crush, 2000: 439). 
Two travelogues of the twentieth century which exemplify this trend are Gavin Bell's 
Somewhere over the Rainbow, and Paul Theroux's Dark Star Safari. 
After acting as a foreign journalist during the apartheid era, Bell (2000) decided to re-
visit South Africa once the apartheid government fell. His aim was to investigative how 
the country was handling its newly developed political and social change (Bell, 2000: 1-
4). Although he offered a picturesque depiction of the country's scenery, he emphasized 
the extent to which the country itself was still in conflict with itself, and as a result, 
needed to grow and develop into a functioning society (Bell, 2000: 301-302). His 
portrayal acts as if it was an early account of a newly discovered location. 
Theroux's (2004) novel depicted his travels from Cairo to Cape Town. He too chose to 
visit the African continent that he had lived in many years before. He portrayed the 
continent as derelict, undeveloped, at odds with itself, non-functioning, highly dangerous, 
and everything opposite to the West. Although he considered South Africa to be much 
more developed and functioning than the rest of Africa (Theroux, 2004: 380), he still 
illustrated a 'savage' country that was filled with crime (Theroux, 2004: 377-378 & 403), 
people that were unable to get along (Theroux, 2004: 453-463), and a place which still 
housed a massive distinction between the rich and the poor (Theroux, 2004: 450 & 465). 
His writings on South Africa, and Africa as a whole, treated the continent as if it was a 
dangerous and undiscovered place filled with possible adventure, and acted as a refuge 











Furthennore, most of the travel writing examples mentioned in this chapter were written 
by foreigners mainly for a foreign audience. While some wrote for future business, trade, 
and religious possibilities that the country offered, many wrote about, and documented in 
full, a place filled with exploratory possibilities, exotic landscapes, cultures, and social 
structures foreign to their own. As can be seen in later chapters, depictions such as these 
can lead to many of the biases which travel writers have been accused of in the past such 
as gendering, racial 'othering', as well as providing audiences with a fonn of imaginary 
escapism for their everyday realities. Chapters to follow will look to see if the local travel 
and leisure magazine industry still suffers from these biases of early foreign travellers. 
Background into the travel and leisure magazine industry of South Africa 
As it is now, the travel writing industry in South Africa is evident in an assortment of 
mediums. One of the most popular media of choice for South Africans is the travel and 
leisure style magazine. This is the fonn on which the present paper will focus. 
For about fourteen years, Getaway, published by Ramsay Son & Parker (RSP) was the 
only travel and leisure magazine of its kind within the South African publishing industry 
(Penstone, 2003: 13). In 2005, from June to September, the publication sold on average 
92 334 copies per monthly issue; leading the industry (Matthews: 2005: 11). 
In tenns of language and culture, Media 24 saw a "gap" in the market, and decided to 
launch a similar travel and leisure magazine in 2004 entitled Wegbreek (Penstone: 2003: 
13). Media 24 believed that their bimonthly magazine (Maughan: 2005: 6), written in 
Afrikaans, would appeal mainly to the Afrikaans audience, unlike Getaway, which was 
an English magazine that appealed more to an English speaking audience. It was decided 
that Wegbreek would include more budget and family-based holidays as opposed to the 
more pricy alternatives offered by their competition Getaway (Penstone: 2003: 13). 
Due to the similarity of titles, Ramsay Son & Parker, in 2004, accused Wegbreek of 
trademark infringement, claiming that their title and their content made it confusing for 











thinking that it was the Afrikaans version of Getaway (Maughan: 2005: 6). Their 
accusation was based upon the fact that the direct English translation of Wegbreek is 
'breakaway' , and that the rival publication was producing content within the pages of its 
magazine that was similar to that of Getaway's (Maughan: 2005: 6). The South African 
courts, in 2005, ruled in favour of Ramsay Son and Parker (RSP) stating that '''the 
average South African would regard Wegbreek as a close translation of Getaway 'and ... 
the [High Court Judge Mr. Justice Abe Motala] agreed with the contention that 
'Wegbreek, like Getaway, will be of interest to persons who want to 'Wegbreek' or 
getaway from their daily toll or the routine of the suburban resident" (Maughan: 2005: 6). 
After the verdict, Wegbreek was made to destroy all material bearing the name Wegbreek 
and to either change the name of their publications' website or to shut it down completely 
(Maughan: 2005: 6). 
Since then, there have been a number of publications which have emerged within the 
industry such as Africa Wild, South Africa Country Life, Drive Out, and Explore South 
Africa. Media 24, after their legal battle, and having learnt about the potential for a 
competitive publication in the travel and tourism industry, produced a replacement for 
Wegbreek entitled Weg, as well as an English counterpart entitled go!. 
In 2006 Weg and go! combined led the market with circulation figures of 112,124, and 
continued to lead the market in 2007 when their figures remained high with 96,776 
(Audit Bureau of Circulations of South Africa, 2008: 4) Getaway and their Afrikaans 
counterpart Mooiloop's combined circulation figures were 79,457, and in 2007 they 
remained high with numbers up to 89,536 (Audit Bureau of Circulations of South Africa, 
2008: 4). No other publication within this genre came close to these numbers. For 
instance, in 2007, South African Country Life, a publication which focuses mainly on 
more rural holidays and travel writing pieces finished with 40,196 which was only about 
half of the circulation figures that these other two publications had (Audit Bureau of 
Circulations of South Africa, 2008: 4). Despite such a difference, these figures show the 
growth within the travel and leisure magazine industry especially alongside the growth of 
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Figure 2 (1111 C>.1cdia product Survey> 2UOMA) suggests tilal middle and high income 
groups make lop t)w largest readership. However. high in"ome groups "ilhll' South 
Africa tend 10 pUlChas~ the puhl i ~alions more "fl~n than ,~ly olh~r income group, where 
as middle income groups tend 10 rcad [!lese pllhlicatiolls more through harrowed copies. 
Ihese statistics point out 11131 although both middle and high income groups enjoy 
reatling the escapist eomcn! of these magazines, the pllblicmions receive mOre dircLl 
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In orderto give a more detailed set of statistics that explain \\hm accounts for a 'high', 
'medium", and 'low' i"~0mc, Figure 3 (All Media product Sur"e)', 2008A) illustrates the 
average income or audien~~ members \dw bought th~ publications. These stat iSlics show 
th3t there arc higher incidences of people who purdlasc these publications lhat earn 
R I t (100 to R2000U and al-><.,vc, than any othel' income category. Again. these statistics 
may rcncet that these pu bl ications arc" rincn lor those audience members" ho lit with in 
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SOUri-'<!: All Media Producl Survey (A,IIPS) 2fll!8A 
Fil;urc 4 (A II Mcd ia product Survcy. 200~A) indi~atc, thaI thc rac-c "I' th~ larg~ majority 
orlh~ r~"dcrs is whit~. Thi, i, the "U'>e nol only in overall readership. but Jlso in terms of 
readers who a~Ui"l l y pur~hase the m~ga7ine_ It is ~ l eJr from these ,tatistics that this 
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In terms of gender. I'igure 5 (A II MeJiJ product Survcy. 20(lSA) i ndicatcs that although 
the re~dership ()rthe,~ mUI;a7ines is quite evenly ,pread Jmongst men and ,,'omen. it 










borro"ed wpies , r>.lor~owL this ,,,,,,ld indicak that m~n conLrihut~ m(\r~ to the bOllom 
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The numbers in Figure fl (A ll M~dia producl S urwy. :?:OOgA) could refle<:t "hy the 
p"rc-hasers oj" thes~ maga/ines Seem to he main I y rn<;en. They could al<;(, act as an 
explanation if ed iltll'; and advenisers "ere fOllnd to gear thei r plIh l ications more towards 
men t han women (sec Chapter 9), Accord ing to these statistic s, men lIsually playa larger 
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I-ig\lle 7 (All r>.lcdia pl1l(hlct Survey, :?:OOgA) d~mon'trates that the comm(\n lang\lage 











abo.e statistics that the m;oill target reader for the illdustry as a whole is a white afflucilt 
man. However, ,pccifie publications choose to mrget either Engli'h or Afril..aan, reader, 
as wei 1_ The,e maguines which arc wrillcn in oll ly one of these languages oyer another 
reneet this_ 
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l'urthcnTIore, the statistics above demonstrate that the white atllucnt ma lc, in boI.h 
rcader,hip. and purcha,ing history, is the demographic that ,"pport' toc South African 
trawl and lei,"re writing indu_,tr)" Considering that lhi, d~mographi~ drives lhe 
puhlicat ions comm~r~iall:, it i, th~rel("e I ike l)' thaI these publications would be i ncl i Ilcd 
to write wi th th is market ill mind, Given the gloh~ l trend of the print and leisure 
magaz i Ile indust"" to ~lter their sty Ie of wr it ing, alld be conseiou s of their overa ll coment 
in orUcr to appeal to their alLdience' s ;mere,l., (KlIrLl, 19'13: 355-379), lhis lact does not 
,eem lLnlike l)'_ 
As call be seen from the conten t analysis later in thc thesis. outdoor activ ities s<xm to be 
the primary focus of these publications. In ordcr\o give a pcrspccti.c of this 
d~mographic againsl thc toml population's size, it is rK"Cessar), to notc how much oftoc 
actua l population partakes in ouldoor re l at~d act ivi ties, 
FiglLre 8 (Al l ... kd ia prodlLct Survcy, 2008A) i IllIstrates that 8°;' of the overall population 
OfSoulh Africans from the LSM of 6- 1 0 participate in outdoor related 3ctivi ties, It is 
important lo note thal 53% of" al l those wh" pa rti~ipaled in these activities we re hla~k, 










popuilltion size, the white popu iu[ion purl~kes in mo", outdoor acti\ itics thlln blocks do. 
It is interesting to nOl~ however, thm tilere ~rc n~arly twice as mallY blacks "ith the LSM 
of 6-1 0 than "hil~S that m~ p3l1iri palin~ in oul!Joor ~l'livi Ii",; j'el lh~sc publ it~li()ns ure 
noll~rg~1ing the larger black alTIuell[ I11mkeL ISM 1-5 f<,r all roce, has !:Keen ~:l.cludcd 
bccmiS~ the incom~s ofthcsc groups ar~ so low that these numbers wou lJ have no 
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A s the c I a"j ileat;oll "I' . outdoor ad; vi\i~s' is '~r)' rn-MIIJ. th is thesis thought it important 
to ~xplaill whm Iype ofoutdo"f aCliv ities each racilll group "'~ms 10 ha\'~ ~n inlerest in, 
According to thc slatistics in I, igur~ <) (A II Mdia product SlIncy, 2008A) Ihe ,najority of 
Ihe blad., popublioo who look an inlcrest in outdoor related activities, enjoyed oq;anised 
spmls much more Ih3n lravel _'lyle activities _",eh as hit...ing and wall..ing, udvenlure, and 
wat~r spons tikll "ere featu red wi[hin Ihe puhlicutions sampled. In rdal ion 10 pOPUblioll 
si,,~, Ih~ whil~ and black p0pI,lal ion Sttms to h<lVe the S<lm~ ~mounl of illl~r~st in trawl-
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BIAS IN THE TRAVEL WRITING GENRE 
Introduction 
The following chapter will give a brief background into the academic research previously 
written on travel writing and bias. This will be done in order to provide an understanding 
of the biases that have been associated with the travel writing genre, and how they have 
manifested in the past. This understanding will be useful to better identify their potential 
existence when later analyzing the current content of the travel and leisure magazine 
industry. 
The largest and most established amount of research done on travel writing and bias deals 
with the genre's association to three subjects. These subjects relate to 'imagined 
geographies' and escapism (Crush, 2000; Dixon, 2007; Fowler, 2007; Olsaretti, 2007; 
Rizzo, 2007; Said, 1978; Tavares and Brosseau, 2006), 'othering' and race (Coetzee, 
1989; Crush, 2000; Fowler, 2007; Hall, 2000; Pratt, 1992; Rizzo, 2007; Tavares and 
Brosseau, 2006), as well as gender (Clapp, 2004; Susan Kollin, 1997; van Eeden, 2006). 
These biases will be discussed first. 
The travel writing genre, and in particular the travel and leisure magazine industry has 
recently been associated with a few potential commercial biases. These biases have been 
linked in academic research to advertising, advertorials, as well as 'freebies' and barter 
agreements (Glenn, 2008; Lazar, 2005). These biases will be discussed secondly. 
Escapism 
In many studies, researchers have demonstrated the tendencies of travel writers, both past 
and present, to rely on idyllic descriptions, imagined geographies, and attention grabbing 
tactics (Said, 1978; Crush, 2000; Tavares and Brosseau, 2006; Fowler, 2007; Rizzo, 











world, and their desires for escapism; the wish to experience something different from 
every day reality. 
In their research on Mongolian travel writing, David Tavares and Marc Brosseau (2006) 
exemplify the genres audience's desire for escapism and the unknown. They explain that 
since the Victorian era, travellers have needed reassurance that a foreign destination, 
beyond their every day urban reality, still exists, and that they can travel to and explore it, 
at anytime (Tavares and Brosseau, 2006: 304-305). They discuss how the driving force 
of the genre is hungry for content that provides evidence proving that the world is still 
"heterogeneous, unfathomable, bewildering" (Tavares & Brosseau, 2006: 305), and 
despite the effects of globalization and the readers' own reality, still maintains 
possibilities of adventure and exploration or 'frontier'. In order to do this, Tavares and 
Brosseau (2006: 305) exemplify how travel writers, in relation to Mongolia, continually 
depict the country with an imagined geography filled with "mystery and myth". They 
even go as far to say that travel writers consciously ignore and leave out any descriptions 
of Mongolian cities, because they feel that their readers do not wish to read about urban 
settings and environments similar to their own because this would go against their need 
for escapism. Doing so would affect the readers' previously held beliefs of a country, 
and would thus be opposite to the imagined geographies of discourse that have developed 
over time (Tavares & Brosseau, 2006: 310). 
In a recent interview with the South African Sunday Times, Paul Theroux, a novelist and 
successful travel writer was quoted saying that "Travel writing is .. .literary 
indulgence ... [it can be filled with] ... creative mendacity, pointless heroics and chronic 
posturing" (Roberts, 2008: 15). In other words, Theroux mentions that travel writers 
often use 'stunts' or dramatized depictions ofa location or adventure (Theroux, 2008: 15) 
like those mentioned by Tavares and Brosseau (2008) in order to gain attention, and to 
appeal to their audience, their desires, as well as their imagination. 
In his research about Frank Hurley and other early twentieth century Australian travel 











live travelogue performances in the past, were continually altering their presentations in 
order to fit "the tastes of their local audiences, the social status of different theatres, and 
the professional interests of particular host institutions" (Dixon, 2007: 64. This example 
demonstrates how travel writers relied on their own creative licence in order to appeal to 
the audience and their unique interests and desires. 
In his journal article, Gary Krist (1993) offers a comparative analysis discussing both 
good and bad examples of travel writing. His research exemplifies how travel writers 
"use artificial obstacles" (Krist, 1993: 595) and tend to base their stories around a journey 
which has at times used older as well as more challenging means of transportation in 
order to capture their readers' attention (Krist, 1993: 595-596). Doing so allows the 
reader to escape from his every day reality and imagine a place that is different from his 
own. 
William R. Siddall's (1987: 310-315) sociological research which analyzed and 
compared various modes of transportation and experiences, indirectly offers an 
explanation as to why people prefer older and thus more difficult routes. He states that 
older or more simplistic modes of transportation like horse and buggy, horseback, as well 
as more strenuous physical modes of transportation, that romanticize the past, tend to link 
travellers to their surroundings and as a result improves their travel experience (Siddall, 
1987: 310). He goes on to say that more modem modes of transport such as cars or 
airplanes "isolates" (Siddall, 1987: 315) and separates travellers from the excitement of 
their journey. In doing so, the traveller receives little satisfaction from the experience 
(Siddall, 1987: 309-311). Tactics such as these "artificial obstacles" (Krist, 1993: 595) 
ultimately grab the reader's interest by offering them an alternate reality to their own. 
Another example of a researcher who demonstrates the use of imagined geographies 
within travel writing is Corrine Fowler (2007). Fowler conducted a content analysis of 
both travel writing and news media coverage. She focused on how journalists, once being 
denied access to Afghani borders during Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan in 











155-156). She found that the result "prioritized drama over understanding, ignoring the 
immediate social and political background to [the] 2001 [military] conflict" (Fowler, 
2007: 156). Such an example not only identifies the differences between the two news 
and travel writing genres, but it also reflects the travel writers' creative licence, stylistic 
techniques, and use of 'imagined geographies' within their stories. In this case, an 
attempt at critical journalistic coverage was overtaken by an unrealistic impression of the 
exotic from within the travel writing genre. 
Similarly, Paulo Daniela Smecca's work (in Alessandro Rizzo, 2007) also accused travel 
writers of embellishment after analyzing historical British and French travel narratives, as 
well as modem travel narratives within the Lonezv Planet series' representations of 
Sicily. Smecca (in Rizzo, 2007: 202-203) testifies that the traveller takes on the role of 
translator and inevitably transforms his setting in the hopes of forming a pleasant 
representation for his readers. In order for them to do this, Smecca claims that travel 
writers continually rely on images "of the 'exotic', the 'sublime' and the 'picturesque'" 
(in Rizzo, 2007: 202-203) ultimately giving into a desire and need for something 
different. 
Alessandro Olsaretti (2007: 250) attests to this commonality in his analysis of four 
separate historical travel writing pieces. He explains how British audiences not only 
desired to experience the exotic, different, and distant places (Olsaretti, 2007: 247) but 
that due to different societal elements and audience expectations, the writer's description 
of landscapes and their inhabitants had to be done as if they were within a painting or 
some other theatrical form of entertainment (Olsaretti, 2007: 253). These representations 
then, demonstrated the genre's tendency to rely on picturesque portrayals and attention 
grabbing tactics in order to appeal to their historic audience's interests of the foreign and 
exotic. 
Once again, Dixon (2007) points out similar occurrences in this regard. He states how 
Frank Hurley, an early travel writer, used literary methods comparable to ones used 











(Dixon, 2007: 16). Dixon goes on to give examples of these occurrences by pointing out 
the titles Hurley used within his stories such as "Capital of the Swamps ... Where the 
World is a Long Way Off ... The Mighty Fly River. .. Jungle Storms ... Head-Hunters' 
Citadel...Gruesome Human Relics ... Victims' Stuffed Heads ... Hurley's Thrilling 
Exploration ... [and] Time and Space Abolished" (Dixon, 2007: 74). These exciting titles 
would have acted as an attention grab by appealing to the audience's own sense of 
adventure and thus escapist desires. 
Furthermore, these research examples demonstrate the tactics associated with the travel 
writing genre that have been used in order to appeal to the audience's desires for 
difference and escapism. As these tactics of offering strictly idyllic portrayals, 'imagined 
geographies', and 'artificial obstacles' have been used in the past, research into whether 
or not these tools are still exercised today, within the South African travel and leisure 
magazine industry needs to be undertaken. Given the exploratory themes expressed in 
these publications, and the popularity that these publications have with people who live in 
metropolitan and urban areas, research into this topic is called for. 
Race and 'othering' 
Another prevalent criticism of bias that is found within the travel writing genre is its 
representation of race in regards to the foreign 'other'. In his book, Representation: 
Cultural Representations and SignifYing Practices, Stuart Hall (2000) looks to Michel 
Foucault and his notions of knowledge and power. He states that commonly held beliefs 
are spread by society through members (Hall, 2000: 49-50) and that these beliefs 
ultimately "organize conduct, understanding, practice ... the regulation of bodies, as well 
as whole populations" (Hall, 2000: 51). Hall goes on to say that commonly held beliefs 
inevitably lead people to classify others with predetermined characteristics, notions, 
(Hall, 2000: 252 & 259) and stereotypes. These classifying practices are the basis of the 











J.M Coetzee (1989) and Pratt (1992) describe how this sort of discourse has occurred 
since early colonial exploration, and was found to be present in both colonial literature, 
and colonial scientific practices. Chapter 3 states how these early fonns of travel writing 
were used in order to describe and document a foreign experience. In this regard, J .M. 
Coetzee (1989) focuses on early colonial explorers interpretations of their dealings with 
the South African Hottentots. Coetzee states that travel writers have continually depicted 
the Hottentot natives as being underdeveloped, lazy, uncouth, and extremely idle in 
comparison to the writer and the people of the Western world (Coetzee, 1989: 22). 
Coetzee offers these excerpts from traveller's reports of Hottentots in 1652: 
The local natives have everything in common with the dumb 
cattle, barring their human nature .... [They are handicapped 
in their speech, clucking like turkey-cocks ... A number of 
them will sleep together in the veld, making no difference 
between men and women ... They smell fiercely, as can be 
noticed at a distance of more than twelve feet against the 
wind, and they also give the appearance of never having 
washed. 
(in Coetzee, 1989: 12) 
According to Coetzee, examples like the above emphasize the extent to which the 
Hottentots were always "counted more among the dumb [vulgar] beasts than among the 
company of reasoning men" (Coetzee, 1989: 22); and were thus the societal 'other'. In 
order to explain this, he states that early travel writers continually used similar categorical 
structures and tactics in framing their stories. 
As discussed earlier in Chapter 3, Pratt (1992: 31) describes that this fonn of scientific 
categorization related to the Linnaeus system. She stated that these "eighteenth-century 
classificatory systems created the task oflocating every species on the planet, extracting 
it from its particular, arbitrary surroundings (the chaos), and placing it in its appropriate 
spot in the system (the order - book collection, or garden) with its new written secular 
European name" (Pratt, 1992: 31). In other words, these categorized systems saw the 
need to bring order to the 'other', non western world, and its inhabitants; whether they be 











Although they do not have South Africa as their focus, many other theorists such as Said 
(1978), Rizzo (2007), Fowler (2007), Tavares et al (2006), Coetzee (1989), Crush 
(2000), and Dixon (2007) all point to an 'othering' bias that exists within early to present 
travel literature. 
Edward Said's (1978) work attests to the existence of an 'othering' bias by discussing the 
concept of 'Orientalism.' According to Said, the West has created a discourse of 
'othering' towards Eastern countries by depicting their inhabitants and their locations as 
the binary opposites to themselves. 
In her research, Fowler (2007: 160) also explains how travel writing both new and old 
has continually 'othered' the foreigner. Fowler states that Western travel writers have 
commonly associated Afghanis with a "ruthless past. .. [and] a pathological 
predisposition towards violence." 
Tavares and Brosseau (2006: 308) indicate how contemporary travel pieces focusing on 
Mongolia tend to 'other' Mongolians by depicting them as strictly nomadic herdsman 
reminiscent of early man, and thus different to what one would expect a person to be 
within the modern western world. This was done, despite the fact that Mongolian cities 
are also filled with typical urban and westernized individuals. 
Smecca demonstrates this with his analysis of how historic and modern travel writing not 
only treats Sicilians to a very large degree as the societal 'other' (in Rizzo, 2007: 202), 
but that travel narration is a "dynamic and distorted instrument for representing the other" 
(in Rizzo, 2007: 205). He describes his findings of how travel writers have stereotyped 
Sicilians as "fierce and passionate characters ... [with] sudden bursts of violence and wild 
gesticulation" (in Rizzo, 2007: 204). 
In her study of gendered colonial discourse in relation to contemporary advertisements 
and past colonial adventure, Jeanne van Eeden (2006: 6-7) attests to this discourse of the 











established in order to reiterate "white racial superiority" (van Eeden, 2006: 7). When 
speaking specifically of the early colonial travel experiences to Africa, van Eeden says 
that Africans were "fetishised in fantasy images" (van Eeden, 2006: 7) and were turned 
"into extras on their own continent, [and] into stage props ... in the great undertaking 
being performed by Europeans" (van Eeden, 2006: 6). 
Similar illustrations of 'othering' were also found within Crush's (2000) study of post-
apartheid South African travel writing. Crush found that South African travel writers, 
writing about African areas outside of their country, continually used colonialist 
references and styles of writing within their depictions (2000: 439) of 'the dark continent' 
(2000: 438) despite their country having just gone through a democratic change years 
prior. In other words, despite geographically being a part of the same African continent, 
the South African writers wrote as if the rest of the African continent, and its cultures, 
were completely foreign, problematic, and a burden to them (2000: 438). According to 
Crush, the common theme in these works were that Africans, apart from South Africans, 
were abnormal, and lived in misery, poverty, absolute confusion, and political chaos 
(Crush 2000, 443-447). Similarly, he found that the locations and cities in which 'other' 
Africans dwelled were ultimately condemned by the travel writers due to the large 
number of people living within them, who were considered unfavourable (Crush, 
2000:444). Crush offers some examples by H. Wende, M. de Villiers, and S. Hirtle: 
I began to see how horrible life in Luanda had become. 
The evidence of decay, war and neglect was everywhere 
... rusting hulks of cars and shipping containers littered 
the ... sandy soil that were once parks; mounds of rotting 
garbage ... mini-Iakes of raw sewage ... that children were splashing 
around in - leading to massive outbreaks of cholera and malaria ... The 
smell of it all was awful 
(in Crush 2000, 444) 
The beaches .. .look beautiful, but they aren't really. They're 
filthy and poisoned, like much of the land with human detritus. 
There is a dreadful smell of decay everywhere. Naked children 
wander the streets ... on the beaches the fevered ones lie, dying 
alone. Corpses are rolled by the incoming tide, and ... things ... 











(in Crush 2000, 444) 
Crush states that like past colonial writers, modem travel writers often describe highly 
inhabited and busy cities as unfavourable, but depict open and vast expanses in a more 
positive light (2000: 443). He states that in doing so, they 'other' the "parasitic" (Crush 
2000, 438) inhabitants ofthese places by emphasizing how their land and their people 
would be better off without them. 
What is more, these depictions of a particular place analysed by Crush, show how travel 
writers not only 'other' the land's inhabitants, but also the land itself by associating 
sickly inhabitants with a dying urban landscape. Furthermore, this is not saying that if, 
for example, a city is destroyed due to civil war that travel writers must describe this city 
as if it is pristine and in good working order when it is not. Rather what it is emphasizing 
is that if a destination is in absolute decay and ruin, 'othering' occurs when its inhabitants 
are compared to the negative characteristics of the city, as well as when their sheer 
existence is put at blame for the condition of the city. 
According to Smecca (in Rizzo, 2007), this stylistic association of 'othering' is not 
uncommon. In his findings, he demonstrates how travel writers have transposed these 
'othering' stereotypes of the local inhabitants onto the Sicilian landscape itself by 
describing how it as "'the very essence of Italy,' a mixture of 'history and passion, beauty 
and destruction" (in Rizzo, 2007: 204). These travel writers have glamorized the Sicilian 
landscape and directly associated its physical characteristics with that of its 'othered' 
inhabitants' characteristics. 
Tavares and Brosseau (2006) also emphasize the extent to which travel writers treat a 
foreign setting as the 'other'. They demonstrate this by explaining how travel writers, 
focusing on Mongolia, continually add to existing imaginary geographies which depict 
the country as a place without time (Tavares & Brosseau, 2006: 309). In doing so, they 
point out various methods used to portray Mongolia as the 'binary opposite' (Tavares & 
Brosseau, 2006: 306) of the writers themselves, their readers, as well as their mundane 











nonnality, the eastern world, in particular Mongolia, is continually depicted as a timeless 
place of fantastical mystery much like 1.M. Barrie's Never Never Land, in that it has not 
progressed or been affected by global industrialization or commercialization. 
Dixon's (2007) research indirectly exemplifies travel writings 'othering' towards a 
particular location as well by referencing Frank Hurley's piece regarding his travels to 
New Guinea: 
New Guinea is a land stranger than the exaggerated romancing 
of fiction. There are still vast unexplored regions within the heart 
of the island, where prehistoric creatures dwell, unchanged and 
far removed from what we call civilization ... Finding it impossible 
to proceed on foot, I equipped a second expedition with seaplanes 
and set out on what surely was the strangest of the many 
adventures of my life. After many harassing experiences in the 
air, owing to the turbulent conditions above the swamps, we at last 
reached the realm of this lost world. We might have been flying 
above the desolate plains and swamps of the planet Mars 
(in Dixon, 2007: 75). 
In this excerpt Dixon offers an example of Hurley's writing which it can be argued, 
'others' New Guinea and its people, representing them as foreign, strange, primitive, and 
uncivilized. Moreover, the idea of the exotic, the exciting, and the unfamiliar, even when 
looking at a physical location, can at times be manipulated into an 'othered' association 
of difference. 
Researchers have also shown the expressions of 'othering' within travel writing images. 
Dixon (Dixon, 2007: 71) indirectly exemplifies this in Figure 10 of Frank Hurley's 











"Frank H, ... ley, lille /00" Pea',s a"d S~",,>:e,·, coioun'd glass la",em ;lide, 
M.A FrmJk Hm'I,,}" Collectio". Pre FK80J" Sm"'u. (in ni;,O" 2007, 71) 
This image imlirccll y ill1181rote8 the' (llhering' t"ctic~ u~cd by past travel wri ter~ who put 
diffi."ITn~c Oil di~play and segregate the writer or explorer from those whom he Of she 
write, "hout, In this image. Hurley is presumably the Caucasian male (aided by his guide 
and his binoculars). in the top left hand comer peering at the other individuals in the 
image who are depicted by their OWn difference even to One another. H,S presence. his 
clothing, and in pm11cular the inclusion of hi '; hinomlars and inlimnati \'c guide, 
demonstrates the 'othering' dilTcrcncc between him and the other individually dilferenl 
poopJe within the photograph. Each l~ depIcted as his opposite in terms of skin colour. 
culrure, and traditional fashions. Hurley amI the other faccs arC the only focal pomt~ 
within the image, a faelo, WhlCh demonstrol e8 the mOlivalion, of the pholo thai they ore 
different fwm him. and Irom one another. The inciu,ion ofhi~ hinocular~ and his 
informal; ve guide demon8trote, how the other poop le within lhe image ore ,uhjecls 
ncrued to he peered at, looked at. ond onoiyzed ITom ofar. 
FUl1hemlOre, the aho\'e research provided exam pic which demonstrate lhe existence of 
the 'olhering' bias found wnhin the genre of travel wriring, Although 'orhering' seems 
inherent withm the notion oftro'el. these aulhors have indicoted lhat the descript ion~ of 
the 'other' (a deslmation Or Its inhahitants) , are inaccurately formed through aid of 











colonial discourse (Coetzee, 1989; Crush, 2000; Hall, 2000; van Eeden, 2006). This 
existence of 'othering' within the genre clearly indicates its need for analysis. Doing so 
will allow for a better understanding of if, how, or why it may still occur within the South 
African travel and leisure magazine industry of today. 
Gender 
Gender bias is also an issue that has received a lot of scholarly attention in the travel 
writing genre. One of the main and perhaps oldest debates on this topic has to do with 
women's historical existence and role within travel and travel writing. Some theorists 
believe that as a subject, women are classified as an 'other' because of colonial discourse, 
and its classification of women being an inferior sex (van Eeden, 2006: 352-354). Other 
theorists believe that women have always played a strong role within colonialism, and 
within the industry itself in terms of authorship, feeling that a gender claim such as the 
ones above are unsubstantiated (Kollin, 1997; Clapp, 2004). 
In her study detailing colonial gendered discourse, van Eeden (2006: 352) states that 
travel and exploration, since the colonial era, has always been a masculine act. She holds 
that travel itself is linked to a "metaphorical feminization ofland" (van Eeden, 2006: 
352), where the chosen empty geographical landscape is seen as virginal, undiscovered, 
and unspoilt (van Eeden, 2006: 353). However, she sees the explorative desire to explore 
as a form of "penetration into a suggestively feminized ... locale" (van Eeden, 2006: 353). 
Van Eeden says that the concept of travel has always been a way in which men, being 
placed within an undiscovered geographical setting, have been offered an arena in which 
to test" (van Eeden, 2006: 352) their masculinity. After analyzing the Land Rover 
advertisement5 which was recently banned by the South African Advertising Standards 
Authority (ASA) for using racial and gendering stereotypes, she goes on to express how 
elements of the gendered discourses above are still evident today; especially within the 
industries of tourism, advertising (van Eeden, 2006: 353), and travel literature (van 











As a result of gendered colonial discourse such as this, many theorists state that travel 
writing was traditionally thought of as a male genre (Clapp, 2004: 62). Although a few 
female writers were working within the industry, it has been claimed that female travel 
writers wrote with a biased "feminine perspective" and a "feminine voice", which 
ultimately affected their choice of topic and writing style (Clapp, 2004: 67). 
Elizabeth 1. Clapp (2004) demonstrates this debate of the gendering of stories within her 
research. She does this by offering a content analysis of the travel writings of Mrs. Anne 
Royall, an early female American travel writer. Clapp states that Royall's work and role 
within the early travel writing genre goes against the notion of gender bias, and the idea 
that female stories were gendered (Clapp, 2004: 61-73). In fact, she concludes that 
Royall was not the only exception. Clapp felt that there were others like Royall who did 
not fit into these stereotypical judgments regarding female writers and their work (Clapp, 
2004: 61-73). 
Susan Kollin (1997) also speaks against the existence of gender bias, and the tendency 
for women to gender their travel writing stories. She does this by analyzing various 
Alaskan travel narratives written by women. Kollin's focuses mainly on two specific 
travel writers each of whom wrote at significantly different times. Elizabeth Beaman 
wrote in the late nineteenth century, and Anne Morrow Lindebergh wrote in the early 
twentieth century (Kollin, 1997). Although Kollin gives a few examples of how these 
women, at times, felt that their gender inhibited them in relation to their audience, and 
their subject matter (1997), she goes on to express how these two very strong white 
women, and others like them, were not oppressed in terms of being allowed to write 
within the travel writing genre. Instead she says that white women, through their 
narratives, were able to help the colonial expansionist cause as a whole, and were thus 
just as strong in this movement if not stronger than men (Kollin, 1997). 
Furthermore, this debate illuminates the existence of a gender bias within the travel 
writing genre. This was shown in three ways: women as a travel writing subject, women 











writers due to their sex. This existence then demonstrates a need for further examination 
into whether or not such a bias occurs still today; this will be done by examining the 
South African travel and leisure magazine industry. 
Commercial realities of contemporary leisure travel writing 
Three other criticisms that have been spoken about in past academic research relating to 
the travel writing genre are that of direct advertising, advertorials, the 'freebie' and the 
barter agreement (Glenn, 2008: 373; Lazar, 2005: 80-81). Each of these commercial 
realities has the possibility to produce bias. 
As information media has expanded, the tourism industry has come up with more ways to 
advertise its product to the global community. According to John Fraim's (2000) research 
on the ubiquity of modern day advertising, the methods of modern day advertisers are 
evolving. Although he is not speaking directly in regards to travel writing, he references 
the media in general, which given this study's focus of travel and leisure publications, 
makes his findings relevant to this case. Fraim (2000) states that for the first time the 
media as opposed to corporations, are seeking out money-making strategies; especially 
on the Internet. He analyses media conglomerates who offer both online journalistic 
coverage and advice in regards to any given topic, as well as direct web links to their own 
companies in order to make money from the product mentioned within their journalistic 
coverage (Fraim, 2000). His research also uncovered how media sources are now being 
paid transaction fees when one of their advertisers makes a sale off one of their web 
pages (Fraim, 2000). Fraim (2000) warns that coupling commerce and criticism could 
make it impossible for future writers to criticize the world around them if there is no 
longer any money in being the societal watchdog. 
Ben H. Bagdikian (2000) also warns against the current linkage between advertising and 
editorial content in his study of The Media Monopoly. He emphasizes that because the 
amount of money paid by advertisers to print and broadcast media far surpasses the 
amount of money generated from readership through subscriptions and sales costs, that 











advertisers have higher priority than the desires of readers" (Bagdikian, 2000: 138). He 
goes on to say that because of this the media companies have begun to adapt their content 
and the way in which they write their stories in order to fit the needs of advertisers, and 
have thus adopted the advertisers' ideologies as their own (Bagdikian, 2000: 149). 
Bagdikian (2000: 133-149) explains that this is dangerous because advertisements and the 
news are now never without bias, and that a link between the two has had led to several 
societal costs. He warns that the fusing of advertising and editorial content has already 
created a "loss of diversity of information and ideas" and that the news has become 
"bland" as a result (Bagdikian, 2000: 138). Bagdikian (2000: 133) goes on to say that 
the controversy that is meant to appear within the news has currently been "bleached" out 
in order to serve the advertisers' best interests, a fact that is most alarming given the 
commonly held notions that the news media are meant to be and are believed by many to 
be relatively unbiased and value-free. 
In his research on South African media and its advertising practices, Adrian Hadland, 
Lesley Cowling and Bate Feliz Tabi Tabe (2007: 65) authenticate Fraim and Bagdikian's 
views by emphasizing that "Advertisers [in South Africa] can and do influence copy, 
and ... [that] editors and journalists [now] operate with this in mind." They state that 
advertisers like to position their advertisements on a platform that creates a '''buying 
mood ,,, (Hadland et ai., 2007: 15), and emphasize that South African journalists and 
editorial staff are aware of this. Hadland et al. (2007: 15) say that many modern media 
organizations currently introduce and promote ad space to possible advertisers that "link 
editorial content to advertising" while still making their final product "attractive to both 
readers and advertisers." In other words, this research warns that there is currently a lack 
of separation between "editorial and advertising functions at many magazines" (Hadland 
et aI., 2007: 65). This fact is alarming especially as Hadland et al. (2007:65-66) mention 
that South African magazines are without regulatory bodies in regards to advertorial 
usage. Furthermore, through this research one is quickly made aware of the fine line that 











Although these discussions of Fraim (2000), Hadland et at. (2007), and Bagdikian (2000) 
look to a broader aspect of the media, their research raises trust issues for travel writing 
when taking note of the existence of holiday advertorials, corporate based travel 
brochures, and free online travel advice. 
Carol Lazar (2005:80-81) also speaks about the direct relationships between advertisers 
and journalist staff within South Africa. She says that travel journalism is "one of the 
fields of journalism [that is] open to exploitation" (Lazar, 2005: 80). Lazar (2005: 81) 
states that "In South Africa, small markets and financial constraints mean that most 
newspapers and magazines have limited financial resources and, in the field of travel, 
journalists are rarely sent off on investigative trips paid for by their publication. Every 
publication does, however, receive travel invitations ... [ or] 'freebies"'. She goes on to 
say that tourism authorities and other members belonging to the tourism industry often 
ask journalists or editorial staff to sign a 'barter agreement' (Lazar, 2005:81) which "is a 
written agreement. .. stating that in return for a travel trip, the journalist (or publication) 
undertakes to provide copy about the destination, mention of the hosts involved and so 
on" (Lazar, 2005: 80). She feels that because of these problems within the industry, and 
because the occupation of travel writer is so vague, that "it is difficult to prescribe 
uniform standards" (Lazar, 2005: 80) despite there clearly being a need for them. 
Glenn (2008) also speaks about the industry'S usage of 'freebies' and the common 
mentality that if a party invites and pays for a writer's trip, then a writer will feel a need 
to pay them back. He states that, "The truth is that travel journalists are almost always 
non-paying guests, treated like royalty. And it would be difficult, rude even, to look a 
gift horse in the mouth" (Glenn 2008, 373). He goes on to say that most travel writing in 
general is written like a form of PRo According to him, "many journalists find 
themselves playing both sides of the fence - moving from journalism to writing PR" 
(Glenn 2008,373). He goes on to say that despite a few of the travel and leisure 
magazine publications within South Africa such as Getaway, Weg, and go! whose 
intention is to act more as a guide for their readers as opposed to treating their readers as 











tourism industry "through [the] expensive equipment and guides to exclusive places, 
present[ing] nature as a fairly exclusive product" that they exemplify within the pages of 
their magazines (Glenn, 2008: 373). 
Furthermore, both Lazar (2005) and Glenn (2008) look directly at the tourism and travel 
writing industry within South Africa. In doing so they demonstrate a need to investigate 
it further, as the exchange of free travel for editorial content seems to run rampant within 
the country. Glenn's article also points out a need to analyze a potential demographic 
bias in terms of these publications providing content (editorial and advertorial) that can 
only be enjoyed by some. 
These commercial biases are more modern, having emerged within the travel writing 
genre recently. Their existence as well as how they manifest themselves needs to be 
studied further. This will be done by analyzing these biases and their inner workings 














This next section will discuss the framework behind the research completed within the 
present study. Doing so will give the reader a better understanding into how this thesis 
sets out to analyze any biases that currently exist within the travel and leisure magazine 
industry of South Africa. 
Research Problem 
As this thesis has pointed out, most academic research has only investigated the travel 
writing genre as a whole. The most common forms of research to date on travel writing 
emphasized the genre's standing criticisms of bias: 'othering', gender, and escapism. 
There have also been some recent studies on the commercial side of travel writing 
(Glenn, 2008; Lazar, 2005). 
Most attention has been focussed on analyzing the role of the travel writer as a foreigner 
depicting a foreign land. The academic research then applies to travel writing content 
created by travel writers writing about a foreign destination. This area of research 
neglects to focus on content produced by locals for locals, and whether or not the biases 
associated with foreign travel also occur within local travel writing. As a result there is 
little research which focuses on how the local travel writing industry caters for their 
audiences' tastes in order to sell their publication. This being the case, there is very little 
research focusing primarily on local travel and leisure magazine publications (Glenn, 
2008; Lazar, 2005). 
Also, there has been little research to date that has focused on the genre's most recent 
biases linking it to the modem commercial industry (Glenn, 2008; Lazar, 2005). This 
factor is surprising given that advertising, advertorial content and barter agreements are 











regard is trouhlesome considering the implications that it could ha\e 011 journalistic 
prmluction. CO\ erage. and contcnt. This is especially rele\ ant to the commerciall) uri\ en 
trmel and leisurl' magazine industr) that this thesis anahses. 
Due to the importance that tourisl11 has on the South /\!'rican econOl11). and the role that 
trawl \\ riting has on tourism. a study \\hich j<J(uses primarily on the media to \\hich the 
tourism industry has given a lot of attention is heneficial. It \\ill unco\er which ofthe 
·othcring. gendering. escapist. and commercial hiases. if any. these puhlications choose to 
use in order to sell their product to the South African people. This \\iII ultimately allow 
for the opportunity to examine the ways in \\hich the tra\d and leisure magazine industry 
speaks to their audience and their audience' s individual needs. 
Given the statistics prO\ided by the .'111 Media Fmdllcr SlIlT(l' (AJ!P,,)'; (2008A) discussed 
in Chapter Three relating to a potential bias of readership. a study of the biases \vithin the 
tra\el and leisure magazine industry will be of particular interest. This is especially the 
case given South Africa' s history and' othered' past in terms of apartheid. as \vell as their 
current challenges of xenophobia. HIV -AIDS and crime. 
In order to uncover which biases are prevalent and \vhy. the present research project. 
unlike the ones done in the past. focused on all forms of bias. It looked heavily into the 
ramil iar categories of representational bias such as race and' othering' . gender. as well as 
escapism. Similarly. it also focused on the commercial biases such as direct advertising. 
ad\ertorials. and barter agreements. which hme begun to t10urish \\ithin the modem print 
and media industries. The purpose of this thesis was to ans\\er the follcl\\ing research 
question and suh questions: 
1) To \\hat extent is representational and commercial hias present \\ithin the South 
African trawl and leisure magazine industry'.) 
a. ,\re there more males than l"emales \\orking as tra\e! \\Titers'? 
h. Is the content genclered': 
c. 1-10\\ big a role do advcrtisers play in the productilln of these magazines? 










~. .\r~ th~ stories \\ritten in order to appeal to ~scapist desires'? 
r. 1 s th~re a rae ial bias or . oth~ri ng' present in the content'? 
g. Is there a racial bias in the s~lcction oftra\el \\riters'? 
The thcorctical pcrspecti\cs that this thesis \\ ill foll()\\ ar~ detailed in the follo\\ int'-
sectilln. 
In order to ill\estigatc thc research qucstions abO\c. this study lirst conducted a content 
analysis of \arious South Ali'ican trmel and leisure publications currently sold 
throughout the country. This method of research prmicled the study \\ith a concrete sum 
as to ho\\ many times these criticisms could be made of South African trmc! \\Titing. as 
well as to \\hat e"tent some themes and methods \\tTe used O\er others. 
This study also included a numher of intenic\\s with \arinus kc) professionals within the 
SOLlth African travel and leisure magazine industry. In order to properly analyze a fevv of 
the images \\ithin the travel \\riting stories. an image. photographic specialist and 
lecturer whose \\ork deals primarily \vith representational issues of gender and sexuality 
\\as intenie\\ed. In keeping vvith part of the theoretical aspects of this paper. the 
inten ie\\ee also gme a short semiotic analysis of a few of the images found within the 
magazines analyzed. In addition to this. a number of prominent local travel writers. 
editors. and photojournalists. each of whom currently work \\ithin the South African 
travel \\Titing industry. were interviewed. This was done in order to get a better 
understanding of how the industry operates and whether or not the ideas held \vithin the 
Framing and Agenda Setting theories are rele\'ant here. It \\illuncO\er the publication 
staff" methods or choice. as well as their intentions as to \\hy or \\hy not they chose to 
partake in some oCthe criticized commercial practices discussed in pre\ious chapters. 
Although this study \\mIld ha\e been furthered hy intenic\\ing the readers ni'these 
publications in order to get an understanding oChu\\ the) read or interpret these biases. 










This stud: \\ i II also conduct an examination or the photographs found within the trmel 
\\Titing stories. It \\ill prm ide a short semiotic anal) sis of the photographs as \\ell as 
count the race of people that are participating in \\hat is depicted \\ ithin the stories in 
order to il1\estigate any representations 0 f . otherness' that thei r exc lusion or inc lusion 
might symholize. It \\ ill also count the numher of times a particular race is represented 
\\ ithin a photograph as. or part of the ·tourist attraction'. 
Framing and Agenda Setting 
Frving Goftlmm's notions of framing (Baran. 2002: 281). and Walter Lippmann's 
notions or agenda setting (Raran. 200.2: 3!6). arc two very similar theoretical 
perspectives and as such. their association with this study's methodology needs to he 
discussed in unison. 
framing is the concept that the media frames or 'highlights only the most meaningful 
actions' (Raran. 2002: .283) \vithin their \vork. Agenda setting is the \'iev, th<1t. although 
the media are unable to tell their readers "what to think". the) can. through their 
publisher·s. editor's. or writer's choice of topic. easily tell their readers "what to think 
about" (Baran . .2002: 316). Both studies emphasize the media' s int1uence in the creation 
and production of media coverage. 
In relation to this study. these theories draY\' attention to a few of the biases mentioned 
within the research question regarding escapism. gender bias. as \\ell as the lise of barter 
agreements said to be used within travel media. Each of these hiases can be seen as 
framing or agenda setting tools used to assist with sustaining profit and encouraging 
continued readership . 
. \Ithough it is di Cficult to ul1\eil the direct intentions of the publishers. \\Titers and editors 
themselves. this study. through the aid of a content anal) sis focused on qllantit~'ing thc 
amount of times such biases. highlighted by these theories. actual!) oecurs \\ithin a gi\cn 
medium. I n order to o\ercome this di tTiculh. this study also relied on the intcnie\\ s . . 










ror conten(' \\ ithin South African print media. \\ hich found that the accusations that these 
theories entail docs in Ltct e:\ist \\ ithin print media toda) (I !adlancl. 2007: (5). the present 
study and its similar methodolog) of content anal) sis 101lhed to uncO\cr ho\\ uften this 
occurs \\ithin South African travel writing mag<vines and \\h). 
! I' is round that those \\ ithin the industry continual I) sign barter agreements or lise paid 
fllr content. \\ hich could potentially promote and prmide a slanted. biased. and 
unrealistic representation of certain places. people. or e\ cnts. than the theoretical concept 
of framing stories or the industry having a commercial or social agenda \\ ill be relevant 
to the South African travel and leisure magazine industr). This could also ha\e 
implications for their usc of v,Titers in terms of their gender. or race. and whether or not 
they are chosen based upon these attributes. It could also haw serious implications in 
terms of the o\"erall content and theme of their publications and \\hether or not they arc 












CONTENT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
Why a Content Analysis? 
There were a number of strong arguments in favour of using a content analysis despite 
some believing that it can be overly subjective due to a researcher's own interpretive 
biases (Deacon, 2007: 180-181). As a research tool, it allowed this study to analyze the 
travel and leisure magazine industry and its content directly from primary sources. It also 
made an examination oflarge amounts of material from a number of different sources a 
possibility. As a result of these attributes, this method not only allowed for comparisons 
to be made within the medium, but it also allowed for this researcher to pinpoint any 
recurring themes or trends (Deacon, 2007: 183). This factor was particularly important to 
this research project, as its sole purpose was to uncover any recurring themes of bias that 
were found within local South African travel writing. What is more, the content analysis 
allowed for a direct investigation into a primary message sent from its producer or 
sender. In this sense, although the content analysis could not directly conclude the 
intentions of the senders themselves, it was able to quantify and analyze the content, as 
well as provide a "hypothesis about" (Deacon, 2007: 182) the intentions of the 'text's 
producer" (Deacon, 2007: 182). This was important when investigating how often and 
why certain themes may recur more than others. 
Sample 
The sample chosen for this thesis included South African travel writing, focusing on 
South African locations, and found within South African travel magazines. The 
magazines sampled were go!, Getaway, Drive Out, Explore South Africa, Africa Wild, 
and Country Life. Each of these magazines is available to the local South African 
consumer. Some are also available in hardcopy or PDF format to the international 











By focusing on a specific portion oflocal travel writing, as opposed to analyzing local 
travel writing as a whole, the findings were much narrower and more representative of a 
particular branch of the genre. The opposite would have been confusing given the 
distinctions between normal forms of the genre and the magazine industry that this study 
chose to examine. 
The research itself was done within South Africa in order to allow for better access and 
availability of analyzable material. If this paper were written in another country about 
South Africa, this would have proven more difficult. 
The choice of using local South African publications was done in order to fit the aims of 
the research questions, which look to analyze the travel and leisure magazine industry of 
the country. 
Travel and leisure magazines were chosen as a medium because they contain many 
benefits for this study that other travel writing media, such as books, do not. For 
instance, each magazine contains a large amount of varying stories, sources, and 
travelling experiences. Magazine stories are generally shorter and thus allow for a 
quicker and a more representative analysis, if read in abundance. Although travel writing 
books would have been interesting to research, their length would have resulted in less 
variety of materials analyzed. What is more, this research wanted to analyze the 
commercial realities found within travel and leisure publications due to the previous 
research that has been done on the topic by Glenn (2008) and Lazar (2005). If travel 
books were chosen as a medium, this measurement would not have been applicable. 
Finally, there has been a number of content analysis' of magazines in previous studies 
which allows for multiple frames of reference in terms of creating a functional coding 
schedule. 
Time Frame 
Most magazines are released on a monthly or a quarterly basis. The average South 











Explore South Africa holds eight stories pertaining to South African travel content. This 
study analyzed each of these publications between the months of April and May of2008. 
Just under a thousand pages were analyzed. Given the number of themes measured, this 
range of sources and content should offer a legitimate analysis of the research questions. 
Sampling Unit 
The sampling unit for this research project will be theme-based, focusing on each of the 
individual biases of escapism, race and 'othering', gender, advertising, advertorials, as 
well as 'freebies' and barter agreements. The unit of analysis is both visual and textual 
content from within the travel writing publications. 
Coding Schedule 
In trying to uncover any existence of bias within South African travel writing, the coding 
schedule for this study is composed of a number of themes relating to the four main 
criticisms of bias. 
Escapism 
In order to search for the theme of escapism within the publication's content, a number of 
tests relating to text and visuals have been administered. Recurring themes and locations 
of adventure were measured first. This was done by counting the number of times a story 
took place within and outside of a large city. The categories used for this measurement 
were 'urban', 'rural and outdoors', and 'other' 6. This test was administered for both text 
and image based content. These tests were done in order to see if the publication 
promoted the audience's desire for escapism; to disassociate the reader from reality for a 
brief moment and to imagine what it is like travelling to a different or far off destination 
away from the city in which they live, and their city lives. 
Another set of tests measured the type of content found within the text in order to 
quantify the publication's usage of bias in terms of writing stories appealing solely to the 











reference to South Africa's political past of apartheid; something which most South 
Africans are not proud of, would like to escape mentally from, and would not like to 
remember. The categories used in this test were either 'yes' or 'no'. A story was said to 
have contained reference to the country's political past ifit spoke about any political 
issues, parties, or politicians7 that were present before Nelson Mandela's release from 
prison in 1994. 
The next test which measured the publications' display of escapism quantified the 
number of times a story related to modem issues found within the South African news. 
Any time a story made reference to HIV or AIDS, crime, contemporary South African 
politics, or the Eskom electricity crisis8, this test counted it. The results of this test will 
indicate the extent to which these publications make reference of any recurring modem 
day news headlines. If there are high numbers of instances where these headlines have 
been mentioned, it will indicate that these publications do not use methods that feed the 
audiences' desire of escapism. If there are few numbers of instances where these 
headlining stories have been mentioned, then these findings could indicate that these 
publications tap into their audience's desire for escapism. 
This last test measured the overall feeling of the story. This was done in order to indicate 
how often the publication provided positive and idyllic descriptions of the places visited 
and thus wrote their story based upon the reader's anticipation of escapism. In order to do 
this, this test counted the overall portrayal of the destinations visited. In other words, it 
quantified the amounts of times a story gave positive or negative portrayals of a 
destination, as well as if it offered any constructive criticism. Although this test is 
inconclusive in the fact that it is based on the researcher's own impression, it does give 
light to the publication's selection of positive trips over negative ones. 
Race and 'othering' 
While attempting to uncover various forms of 'othering' mentioned by Coetzee (1989), 














Semiotics according to Jonathan Culler (1976: 8) is "the general science of signs and the 
systems of signs." Originating from the work of Ferdinand Saussure, semiotics suggests 
that language is made up of signs that communicate by working in connection with other 
codes and conventions of signs (Culler, 1976: 19). The basis of semiotic theory is that "a 
sign is the union of a form which signifies [the 'signifier'] ... and an idea signified [the 
'signified'] ... [which] exist...as components of the 'sign'" (Culler, 1976: 19). To clarify, 
Deacon (2007: 137) uses an example of the 'sign' star. The word star separate from any 
societal representation is just a word or a 'signifier'. Only once a societal representation 
such as a famous person i.e. 'the signified' is added to the 'signifier' does it finally 
become the 'sign' that it is associated with, i.e. a star being a famous individual (Deacon, 
2007: 137). 
Initially semiotics was limited to the study of language, in which case certain words like 
the ones described above were analyzed and their associated meanings were expressed 
(Chandler, 2007; 14). However, there have been a number of researchers such as Roland 
Barthes, Claude Levi-Strauss and so on, who have expanded semiotic theory by 
introducing newer subjects and thus codes (Hall, 2000: 37-38) relating to sounds, objects, 
images, and even gestures (Chandler, 2007: 2). With this expansion came newer modes 
of analysis like denotation and connotation (Hall, 2000: 38), or encoding and decoding 
(Deacon, 2007: 140) that have resulted in a wider scope of focus and possible 
examination subjects. 
Due to this range of analytical reference, semiotics, will work well to explain any 
'otherness' that mayor may not be prevalent within South African travel writing. 
Through the partnership of a semiotic and content analysis, certain signs referencing 











(2006), this research project analyzed both the visual and textual content. This was done 
by measuring the representations of all South Africans. 
The first test measured what the race of the writers were in order to see if there was a 
racial bias in regards to the travel writing occupation and the selection of travel writers. 
The categories mentioned in this test were 'Black', 'Asian', 'Coloured', 'White', or 
'Undefined' . 
The second test done in order to decipher if a racial or 'othering' bias exists within the 
travel and leisure publication industry focused on the visual imagery of the magazine 
content. This was done in two ways. The first part of this test counted the race and the 
amount of people participating within the activity or journey depicted in the textual 
content of the story. This test indicated ifthere is a racial or 'othering' bias in terms of 
inclusion within the target audience. The second test measured the race and number of 
people within the photographs who were not taking part within the activity or journey 
depicted within the textual content of the story. 
Gender 
In order to uncover issues of gender and the gendering of stories mentioned in research 
by Clapp (2004), van Eeden (2006) and Kollins (1997) this study counted how often a 
story was written by a male or a female. This test will indicate whether or not the gender 
bias which has commonly been associated with the genre applies within the travel and 
leisure magazine industry. 
In terms of content, another test that was used in order to uncover a possible gender bias 
counted the number of stories that featured traditionally male activities. This test will 
indicate whether or not magazine staff writes more towards their male audience. The 
categories which were traditionally associated with men were 4 x 4, gliding, hunting and 
safari, mountain climbing, hiking, and white water rafting. Although it is difficult to 
determine in this modem society what classifies as a male or female activity, this study 











Lastly, the type of activity that took place within the story was compared to the sex of the 
writer in order to find out if the travel writers gender their work. If women were found 
writing similar stories to that of men, then this bias of gendering would not apply. If 
however, women were found writing about the roles that were not traditionally associated 
with males such as eating out, spending the day on a farm, going on a road trip, or writing 
a historical piece, this gendering bias could apply. 
Advertising and Advertorials 
Both Hadland et al. (2007) and Badgikian (2000) emphasize the extent to which print and 
media staff have begun to introduce and make more hospitable environments for their 
potential advertisers, and how these modern day advertising tactics now affect what is 
being printed within a number of publications as a result. Given the fact that the travel 
and leisure genre is so specialized, these tactics may also be common within the travel 
and leisure magazine industry. In order to see if Hadland et al (2007) and Badgikian's 
(2000) findings are common in the South African travel and leisure magazine industry or 
not, the present study came up with a couple of tests that closely examined 
advertisements, advertorials, as well as the story's textual content. 
In order to determine the role that advertisers play within the travel and leisure magazine 
industry, the total number of advertisements were measured in relation to the total 
number of pages within a publication. This same test was done in terms of counting the 
total amount of advertorials. 
The next test calculated the importance given to ads over text or image based content. 
This was done by measuring how much actual space these direct advertisements were 
allocated in comparison to text, and image based content, in and around the stories 
analyzed. 
A past study done on print media by Meredith Minkler (1987: 169) exemplified the 
importance of studying ads and editorial content by analyzing whether or not magazine 











adopt a similar test in order to see if the themes of the advertisements ring true to the 
methods of the publication by targeting one demographic over another despite there being 
an existence of others. This will be done by counting the types of advertisements within 
the publications. If the advertisements are geared towards more of a male affluent 
audience (like the one that the AMPS suggest reads these magazines most) then this 
advertising bias exists. Advertisements that will be associated mainly with a male 
affluent audience will contain male toiletries and clothing, expensive motor vehicles, 
expensive safari resorts and accommodation, as well as expensive electronic gadgets. 
This same test will be carried out on advertorial content. 
Also, drawing on Robert Buckman (1990), Susan M. Alexander (2003) and Frederick 
Schiff (1996) the present study briefly focused on story placement. Buckman's (1990: 
138) research using content analysis touched upon the possibility of assessing a story's 
significance to a bigger cultural agenda by analyzing where it was placed within a 
publication. Alexander's (2003: 535 & 549) qualitative content analysis did the same by 
assessing the magazine's cover and stories in order to reveal a dominant message. 
Schiff's (1996: 195) research on dominant ideology within Brazilian tabloids wanted to 
see if producers of the media try to "influence" or "frame [their] news stories." This 
research paper followed similar methods in the hopes that they could help to uncover any 
prioritized messages or tactics within the publication that were associated to our chosen 
themes of bias and in particular that of advertising. 
The last test in this section wanted to determine how often barter agreements and 
'freebies' were used within the industry. This section of the study counted the number of 
times a story directly indicated whether or not the publisher paid for the trip themselves, 
if they accepted a free trip, and lastly it counted the number of times there was no 













As the content analysis does not necessarily indicate the intentions of the publishing staff, 
the present study has also included a set of interviews with a number of key professionals 
within the travel writing industry. 
Also, because a good portion of the questions of the content analysis relate to the imagery 
that is included in the pages of the travel magazines, an image specialist from the 
University of Cape Town was interviewed in order to get a better understanding of what 
these images could represent. 
Sample 
The samples for this section are the key professionals chosen to be interviewed within the 
travel writing field. Each individual has a minimum of three years experience within the 
travel and leisure magazine industry, not to mention a great deal of alternative experience 
within media itself. In total six professionals were interviewed. 
Not everyone interviewed currently makes their sole living as a travel writer. Three of 
the individuals are currently editors, or deputy editors for some highly regarded travel 
publications such as Weg, go!, Getaway, The Saturday Star Travel section, and IOL 
travel. Others consider themselves to be photojournalists, and some of the individuals 
have had their travel writing and photos published in their own paperback format sold at 
retail book stores. 
Although each person has a different profession, they all at one point or another acted as 
a travel writer or journalist. Most of those interviewed still act as travel writers in 
addition to their other jobs. Despite a few of them having worked as freelance travel 











some of the most reputable and well known travel publications within South Africa, as 
listed above. 
Also, due to the fact that gender is one ofthe biases being analyzed, especially in regards 
to the amount of male versus female writers, and also the possible gendering of stories 
within the travel writing industry, it was essential that a fairly equal number of males and 
female professionals be interviewed. 
Time frame 
The interviews took place between June and October 2008 within the city of Cape Town; 
where the head offices for most of these travel writing publications are located. 
Sampling Unit 
The sampling unit for this section of the research project was theme based focusing on 
each of the individual biases of escapism, advertising, gender, race and 'othering'. The 
unit of analysis in this case is the interviewees' experience within the travel writing 
publication industry. 
Coding Schedule 
In addition to asking a few background based questions, the rest of the coding schedule is 
similar to, and follows the same techniques found within the coding schedule of the 
content analysis. It will be organized into the six categories of bias: escapism, race and 
'othering', gender, advertising, advertorials, and 'freebies' and barter agreements. 
Escapism 
A number of questions were asked in order to uncover the overall intentions and methods 
of the travel writing publication staff in regards to their usage of escapism. The first few 
questions were asked to better understand the writers' and editorial staffs methods and 
intentions when writing their stories. They were also asked in order to see if travel 
writers felt that their role was to fulfil their audiences' need for escapism, or if their role 











In order to accomplish this, the professionals were asked what they felt the difference 
was between hard news journalism, and travel writing. Another question with this in 
mind was whether or not they felt that travel writing was meant to be more informative or 
more escapist and attention grabbing. 
This section also set out to identify which writing styles were used by the writers and 
whether or not it was done in order to appeal to their publications' target audience and 
their desire for escapism. The result of these findings may indicate a reliance on more 
informative content or a greater 'story-telling' element. This was done by asking what 
writing techniques would compose a good travel writing story. 
It is important to identify if the audience's desire for escapism affected the writer's 
overall interpretation of a destination, and if this would also affect whether a story would 
be published or not. To investigate this, the professionals were asked if a writer was 
allowed to portray a true depiction of a place regardless if it were negative or positive in 
nature. In this regard, they were asked how much freedom the writer has, as well as 
whether or not their journalistic licence changed if they were freelance writers and, or, 
contributing readers. 
Lastly, because images are numerous within travel writing content, and also because 
images can be a determinant of an escapist and a racial or 'othering' bias, the individuals 
were asked how important they thought the visual was to the story; was it more important 
than the text? 
Race and 'Othering' 
In order to measure for racial and 'othering' biases within the travel and leisure magazine 
industry, the professionals were asked if they believed that such a bias currently existed. 
If the interviewee was aware of a racial bias or 'othering' within the industry, they were 
asked what they do, or what they would do in order to overcome it. The results of finding 
bias may be subject to the amount of controlling for bias that the writers do when creating 












In the hopes of uncovering the extent of male presence within travel writing in terms of 
males versus female writers, and if the content published was gendered, the professionals 
were asked a couple of questions relating to gender and whether or not their sex was an 
issue within their industry. 
Each person was asked if they thought that the travel writing genre was predominantly 
male or female. This question would uncover a gender bias if there was a majority of one 
sex over the other within the field. 
They were also asked if they felt it was common for the industry to make their writers 
gender the content of their stories. In this sense, it asked if women predominantly write 
about traditionally feminized topics such as cooking, art, and family based holidays, and 
whether men predominantly write about traditionally masculine topics such as extreme 
and physical adventures, and 4 x 4 trips. 
Advertising, Advertorials, 'Freebies', and Barter Agreements 
In order to uncover how big a role advertisers play in the production of these magazines, 
as well as to uncover if the advertisements used were chosen specifically for the target 
audience, this study focused on a few interview questions relating to direct 
advertisements, advertorials, and barter agreements. 
The first set of questions was designed in order to pinpoint the intentions of the editorial 
staff when it came to their reasoning behind using direct advertisements within their 
publications. It also focused on how much power advertisers have in the production of 
the magazines. The first question in this section asked how the destinations and the types 
of stories were chosen. It also asked to what extent advertisers affect the written content 
published within a magazine. A question regarding why the editorial staff used 
advertisements at all was also asked; was it done in order for the publication to survive or 











The next section of questions dealt with advertorial usage. The first question asked the 
editorial staff members what their policy was on advertorials, and whether or not they use 
them. 
Questions regarding the industry's usage of 'freebies' and barter agreements were raised 
in the following ways. Firstly, to understand the publication's reasoning behind the 
usage, or non usage of 'freebies' or barter agreements, this practice was discussed. 
Secondly, the extent to which these tactics are employed by those magazines making use 














Due to the fact that the content analysis was not able to indicate the overall methods or 
intentions of the editorial staff, the use of interviews was necessary in terms of 
understanding the findings of this paper's content analysis. The findings of both this 
thesis' content analysis and set of qualitative interviews with key professionals is joined 
together below. 
Escapism: Images 
According to the findings of this research, images seem to playa large role within the 
travel and leisure magazine industry. They capture the reader's escapist interests, and 
they are able to show the reader a visual depiction of the story described. In an interview 
conducted with image specialist Jean Brundrit, a Senior Lecturer in Fine Art Photography 
at the University of Cape Town on 2007-06-30 she says that all of the images within a 
magazine hold information. According to her, an image "is an extension of the ideology 
of the publication [itself and that]... Images will support their marketing campaigns [by] 
engaging the target group in a broader sense" (Brundrit, 2008). 
When asked about whether or not images themselves could be altered in order for the 
publication to get a certain point across, Brundrit (2008) stated that "Photography has a 
proud history of manipulating the image to fulfil the desire of the photographer; right 
from the beginning ofphotography ... Sometimes we arrange the photo in a way that it 
becomes an improvement of what the reality actually is." In other words, photos can be 
manipulated by their creator in order to look more appealing, and in some cases are 
altered so much that the final copy often looks very different to, and better than the 
original setting in which the photo was taken. Although this sort of direct manipulation 
was not uncovered by Brundrit, she did say that the techniques used, and the subjects 
chosen for the pictures analysed, were highly calculated (Brundrit, 2008). Brundrit 
(2008) said that most "wildlife photography is shot either in the morning, or the early 











best possible light so that people will want to visit [that place]." She went on to say that 
some photos can give off a sense of nostalgia in regards to older buildings, and also give 
off a sense of comfort and luxury to promote this action as well (Brundrit, 2008). While 
looking at a few of the photographs analyzed within this study's content analysis, 
Brundrit (2008) said that a lot of the photos were clearly shot early in the morning and 
late afternoon in order to get the desired effect of warmth and glowing light. Brundrit 
(2008) said that today "we see everything ... in colour and high gloss .. .it seduces the 
viewer, and is visually [more] appealing." She also mentioned the large number of 
images which focussed on older buildings that could give off a feeling of nostalgia for a 
happier moment in time for the viewer (Brundrit, 2008). 
In an interview on 2008-08-12, with Toast Coetzer, a travel journalist for go! magazine, 
he stated that "the stories' [initial] attention grab is the visual," and that as a result, the 
pictures are very important. After picking up a copy of his publication'S latest magazine, 
and pointing to a picture of one of their writers standing out on the ledge of a secluded 
mountain range, Coetzer (2008) stated that "you can't really describe a beautiful picture 
in words. In some cases you can only use pictures to do that." While being interviewed 
on 2008-08-01, Esma Le Roux, a journalist focusing mostly on written content, stated 
that the "words in an article probably have more depth, but if there is not a great picture, 
the person probably won't read the story [because] it [the photo]'s the entry point." 
Due to the large responsibility that the photographs within the publication have in terms 
of needing to appeal to the reader's desires for escapism, this content analysis measured 
the amount of space allocated for imagery, text, and advertising in and around the stories 
analyzed. The numbers regarding overall content were surprising. Originally it was 
thought that the most content would be text. Yet, as shown in Figure 7, the space given 
to imagery outnumbered the space given to text by fifty three per cent. Advertising 
accounted for seventeen per cent, and text accounted for only thirty per cent. This result 
is important in that it demonstrates the responsibility that imagery has on attracting the 
reader's sense of escapism towards a certain article. This finding also gives the images 
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have on the publication (Fox, 2008). Coetzer (2008) said that on most trips the team 
includes both a journalist and a photographer in order to ensure good images. He went 
on to say that sometimes they even buy photographs from a stock library in order to 
publish the best images possible for their magazine (Coetzer, 2008). 
After interviewing Bun Booyens (2008), the current, and founding Editor of Weg 
magazine on 2008-07-16 about his standpoint towards the use of images within his 
publication, he said that "sometimes a small evocative picture can stop you dead in your 
tracks", but that caption writing is just as important, if not more. He even went as far as 
to say that "caption writing is an absolute art. It can pique your interest and give you a 
compelling urge to know more" (Booyens, 2008). Moreover, there seems to be some 
calculated reasoning into why there are so many images within South African travel 
writing. According to some of the key professionals within the industry, images and their 
captions work solely as a way in which to appeal to their reader's escapist desires. In 
maintaining their reader's attention, and thus appealing to their need for escapism, these 
publications are able to hold the reader's interest, and convince him to purchase their 
product continually in future. 
Escapism: travel writing and objective writing 
The escapist genre of travel writing and the more informative genre of news media seem 
to be two very different entities. When each individual was asked about what they felt 
the differences between travel writing and the more generic forms of reporting were, a 
number of them agreed that the travel writing genre was far more subjective, and offered 
a greater chance for the writer to be more creative than normal reporting does. Bun 
Booyens (2008) stated that travel writing was "closer to storytelling than to reporting." 
Fox (2008) agreed with this and stated that, "classic fact-driven news writing is irrelevant 
in a well written travel piece [and that] employing fictional techniques is essential to 
good travel journalism." Fox (2008) goes on to say that some of the key characteristics of 
a good travel story are that "it's written in the first person, it's humorous, it's chatty, it 
goes for the unexpected, it develops the writer's persona, it shares emotions, it seeks out 











Weg magazine stated that "in travel writing you are asked for your own opinion. It's not 
like the news where the news happens and you have to run along and report on it." In 
this instance, one is quickly made aware of the differences between regular news 
reporting and travel journalism. Travel journalism does not seem bound to the same 
codes and stylistic techniques that promote a more objective based writing framework 
like generic news reporting does. Instead it revolves more around the use of storytelling 
and entertainment that skims over the everyday realities of a destination in order to 
appeal more to the reader's escapist desires. 
To emphasize this trend ofthe travel and leisure magazine industry to write their stories 
in order to appeal more to their audiences' escapist desires, the content analysis of this 
thesis did two tests. The first test quantified the number of times a story referenced any 
modem headlines found daily within the South African news. The headlines that this 
research sought within these publications were HIV and AIDS, crime, contemporary 
South African politics, poverty, as well as the Eskom electricity crisis. Although there 
was a wide range of stories analyzed, there were very few references to any of these 
headlining stories. HIV and Aids was not mentioned at all, despite its prevalence within 
all areas ofthe country (urban or rural), poverty and crime were only mentioned once, the 
Eskom electrical crisis was mentioned twice, and contemporary South African politics 
was mentioned three times. Despite the high profile of these headlines within the news, it 
can be assumed that most readers would not want to be reminded of them when trying to 
escape their daily realities while reading these magazines. Considering the negativity of 
these headlines, it is no surprise then, that there is very little reference to them. The 
limited reference of current headlines is again indicative of these publications' bias 
towards articles that appeal to their targeted audience, the reader's escapist desire being 
the driver for this. 
Considering the gravity of South Africa's political past, it is something of which most 
people do not want to be continuously reminded. This is especially true in regards to 
media that can be used as a form of escapism. The second test (shown in Figure 12), for 
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Escapism: guide versus story 
In terms of offering useful information, versus narrative based story telling, opinions in 
the industry seem to be split. Fox (2008) feels that there has always been a battle 
between writing for armchair travellers or for active travellers. He believes that "every 
magazine is different" in that each publication will choose its own technique (Fox, 2008). 
Some may choose to write more for an audience looking for a form of escapism, where as 
some wish to write more for the audience looking for detailed and accurate travel advice. 
According to Booyens (2008) "there's [always] a trade off between narrative and guide" 
magazines. At present this seems to be an issue within the industry, as the two key 
players Getaway and Go are doing the opposite from one another. Fox (2008) explained 
that Getaway has chosen to change their previous style of writing which offered more 
fact driven stories than literature based stories. He went on to say that they have recently 
started offering fact boxes and footnotes at the end of each story instead; a technique 
which they feel will benefit their publication in the long run. Booyens' (2008) and some 
of his staff (Le Roux, 2008; Coetzer, 2008), emphasized how their publication offers 
more of the informative do-it yourself travel stories, which they feel works well for them. 
When the professionals were asked whether they felt a travel piece should be more 
informative, or if it should rather be more attention grabbing, the answers seemed to vary. 
Although the majority of them spoke about the importance of being accurate, trustworthy, 
to always check your facts, and to maintain editorial integrity, they also spoke about the 
importance of writing an exciting story. For instance, Le Roux (2008) stated how she 
feels that "people buy travel writing [mainly] to escape on the couch more than to 
[ actually] travel. You are giving people an experience ... otherwise they might as well 
read a brochure." After being in the industry for over twenty years, Carol Lazar (2008) 
stated that although a story must be 100 per cent informative, "if the story isn't going to 
be attention grabbing then you might as well not write it... [she] think[s that] a story 
should be attention grabbing ... that doesn't mean sensationalist but it means seductive, 
appealing, or imaginative." Coetzer (2008) offered a similar opinion. He stated that 
"you could be in a perfect place, but if a photographer or a writer can't write a good 











weird way. That's where the skill of the writer or photographer comes into play" 
(Coetzer, 2008). These findings indicate that storytelling, and the ability to seduce the 
readers' attentions in order to entertain and appeal to their interests of the exotic is key to 
the craft of travel writing. 
Escapism: positive or negative portrayal of stories 
The last measurement of escapism relates to the overall portrayal of the destinations 
visited. It is assumed that most readers would want to read about a positive and 
enjoyable trip, as opposed to one that creates a negative impression. Therefore, the test 
depicted in Figure 13 was done in order to measure the amount of positive and enjoyable 
trips that were written as opposed to ones written that created a negative impression. 
This test found that over fifty per cent of stories written depicted a positive outcome, 
under forty per cent of stories offered constructive criticism, and fewer than ten per cent 
of stories offered a purely negative portrayal. Such findings would again indicate a bias 
on the part of the publications towards the submission of positive and enjoyable 
adventures in order to appeal to their audience's escapist desires. When asked about the 
apparent obligation to write positive stories, Coetzer (2008) said that "readers won't go to 
a place where there is a 'non-story' ... [there is] no point in writing about the bad ones ... 
we want to encourage people to travel, so we will obviously write about the good places". 
Fox (2008) stated that his job was to help promote the travel and tourism industry in 
South Africa, and that to "nit pick and find the negative is not [his] brief." When asked 
the same question, Lazar said that her publication tends to write positive stories to 
promote travel and tourism within South Africa. However, if they had an extraordinarily 
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In t~m" oj' ri~lOrilil rcp,-c,el1taliol1 acting as a fonn of cscnpism, this smdy tricd to 
deduce \.I hat sorts of images these pu bl ieat ions d i,plawd mo,t ollen with i n the,e 
cmc~ories (sec Fig.urc 16 j. 'Rural and outdoors' is a di v~rs~ catego!), 5 1% 0 I' image, 
featurcd not on Iy the olildoor, but mainly the' great outd,x,r, ' : ,,,i ldl i k nnd \\. ide op~n 
'paces. 22% I"atun)d bui ldi ngs, and only n% featurtd IOCHl inllHbiwnls. Portrayals of 
\\· ildlif~ nnd vast optn spac~s could conflnn the genrc' s inherent cscapism, and the 
rcaders wish to read about thesc 'wi ld' de,tination, so di l1~rem from thei r own. 
Wilen a,J..~d about whatth~ re,u lb ol'th~ "011l~nt analy,is which found thnt the m:~orit) 
of photograph' recorded sCenes of wildlife and expansive \\·jlderntss mtam. Brundrit 
(200S) ,aid that the pub lication could be trying to portray South Ati'i~a as a selling that is 
"im iting, pri,tin~, untouche,,!. and un-'poil!." She went on to say thnt S0m~tjmts 
photographs liJ..e die."" "can give olTlhe impression that if yO" visit [thts.c placts], thm 











wmdimes ;m3ges tall pla~e a 10( of cmpha,i, Oil older bllildings and how they stimulate 
the imention of "looking: h,lCk ;nlime \\·ilt'n thillgs were less c"mpli~ateJ" (Flrul1drit 
20(8). 
AI.,,>, ,dIll regard \0 lh~ high Illlmber of images that neglect to ill~luo:k local inhabitants, 
Flrulldri[ OOOR) said that this "could meal! Ithal] lr..,re is ull-spoilt un; nhahiled \' irgill 
bush wailing for your presence: to enjoy it. .. People may be ,een as dangerous. so there is 
a bel.. of representation .. ," 
TYPES OF IMAGES 
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Fig"'" I~: Specific TWe_, of Image., Po","" in /f'1icie.' 
TfJe Ii r><.lil1g:s () r lhi, seClio" i ",litale lhat tllere is a bi<ls of escupism present ill the truvel 
and leisure magu/il1c industry_ This is especially the ~asc with the l a~k of textual 
references to unfavourable historical and modem day news headline" as "ell as the 
""emil doice of stories ,Hiuen about outdoor, and ruml seui ngs "ver Ih~ r~aJer.'· 0" n 
urhan and metrop<,lilan cilies. It was also t"und that im<lgt."-; play~d a large role in 
fulfi lling the readers escilpist desires il5 it is a hi ghly representative tool. whose 
prodllction am] content is carefully premeditated. 
Radal bias and 'otheri"!!' 
em the mosl pan ~very imervi~"c~ was aware orlht." potenlial hias ol'race or 'mhering' 
,,·ithinthe trawl writing g~n"'. AGmrding to Fox (2008) "'>lhering dot."s h;lppen, randl il 
happens a lo !."" Whcntrying to underslanJ wh~ it G"uld ,,,,cur, I.e Roux (2008) said that 
"'it"s probably a nalmal inclination 10 subcons~iously d" it:' Sht."_ ,md a l"oupl~ "I"lhc 











difficult to really spend time and get to know the people and in some cases the destination 
itself (Le Roux, 2008). Others said that despite going to these places as journalists, it was 
very easy to "slip in and out of tourist mode" (Fox, 2008), which could account for why 
"othering" still happens within the industry today. The writer experiences and explains 
the exotic because it is different to him or her. 
In terms of content, one would expect that the type of person depicted in pictures within 
the magazines would closely resemble the statistics about race of readership and writers. 
The type of picture included in the media does not indicate bias in the selection of these 
photographs, but more the racial-type of writer, and other 'tourists' in the scene. It is 
only natural for writers and journalists, to be shown partaking in the activity or scene they 
are investigating. The findings (in Figure 17) show that 95% of pictures depicting those 
partaking in the activity as tourists (the tourist here being the writer) were white. This is 
a strong indicator of the demographic targeted by the publication, because there are very 
few black people partaking in the activities indicated in the stories. 
An additional, but rudimentary, indicator of the race of writers was a study of the writers 
who submitted articles in the sample of magazines analyzed throughout this paper. This 
is a sensitive undertaking as it may be prejudicial to decide on a person's race and gender 
by their name. To account for this researcher's own potential bias, the names analyzed 
are included in the Notes section of this thesis9. However, it may be possible to 
tentatively conclude from the list of writers that most are white. Therefore it would seem 
that these travel and leisure articles are written 'for whites by whites', biased in favour of 

















PJCTURES OF PEOPLE PARTAKING IN 
THE ACTIVITY/JOURNEY (LOCAL 
TOURISTS) 
I 
',','ll'" ." 00'-00"'0' """' TOT." 
/\ diqinclion can iJ<, m~de between th",,, thai have travelled to ~ destination (lOuri'1s) and 
those thm resid~ ill the pial:" vi,itee!. Figure 1 S ,how" that the ra<;iailype ofrcor1e 
ocpicted as nati\'C in the pictures tend to be black. This may indicate racial hias or 
. olhcring' because th<.'SI' people arc seen 10 be the ohjccl ofthe lraveller', lnl~rest - a 
!Ouri sl att"'~d;<>n, 
There seems to he awarcne,s of this loia' in 1he indllstry. and some "'Tilers try to control 
110 ,5. Fo.~ (2(}()8) said that in order to try and "fight it arid cJil it out", his plLblication 
~Iways (rles to give the names and a hil ofbockgmund JnJ("m~li<>n around the d"'ljn~li()l1 
oflh",e who li\e there. Ry doiog lhi ~. perh~p, certain 'othering' phra"" like 'us, 
'they', 'we'. and' tllem' b«omc dimi nmed. everyone is well I'epre>cntcd. and the eXOIic 
b«omes the norm oncc undc"tood prClflCrl}, A !though C octzer (l()()~) was aware of 
'Olhcring' occurring "jthin the genre, he stated lhm. '·travel ",iling has changed 
sign i licanlly since Livingston", and that most or the inc'idenccs 0 I' lhi, hia, were h)' 
foreignc" vi~iting places oul~ide oflheir mUllty. He went on {() ,ay though that "often 
it's not tile 'other' hut more '<0 the deqination. (A' a writer] you may de<.erihc the dish. 
lhe eating. and thc language" (Coetzer. 200S) as dilTcrent not the people, 
Ho",e,'er, some II riters di ITer 011 this point. Lazar (lOOS) Slated that she did nOi ''think 
I that J there's the 'other' I shc J ju q think( s J people are di ITerell1. and that" s tllc tascinalion 
oftravel: that's the exciwment of travel." Lazar (2008) belie\'Cs that lra'el wriling is 











~nt~r a house with your lell 1i"1t because culturally i(s not """"rtahl~" (I.a~ar, 2()()S). 
According to her, travel writ ing and travel pia)' an importunt role in Iinder,tanding other 
peoplc's culture (Lazar, 200H), 
1l0\ 
,~ -. -. 
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RACE OF PEOPLE DEPICTED IN 
PICTURES {NON TOURISTS) 
• I - -w.07[ W '''-'''-''''01 ,"~"' '" '" 
Th~ ligures pertaining to tyl'" 0 I' activity by race show that there arc more black people 
by number partaking in outdoor activities tlmn \lhites. Also. bolh blacks and "hiles h~d 
an eqllal interest in travel -style activities found "ithin the puhlications. H"'wv~r, the 
r~aJer'5hip "ftravel and leiRur~ magaJ"ines remains predomin~ntly white. ""ith this in 
mind, il s~~ms contradictory that most ofth~ content of these m~gMines re~ohe around 
outdoor actiyities, hut remain targeted tl'w~rds the" h ite demographic (sce Figure' 19). 
I he scope of thi s falls outside 1his thesis, but the pot~ntial bias n~cd" to h~ high li ghkd 
h~re. Are the outdoor adi vities that ar~ writwn ahoul not interesling to the hi ack ~ff1ltent 
r"rulalion~ Or, are thes~ artides wrillen in a hiascd way that would appeal more to 
whites" C{1l1Zer (2()()S) ~ IluUe' to Ih is point when s~yi ng, "There is a block am uen! 
market that is not tapped:' lie mentioned ho\~ he gets frustrated with the "pre-em pted 
editing" that i, lIsed in orde'r 10 sati,ly their readers, and that he beli~\'es that there is a 
possihil ity that "j f yOll write about new things r lh~nl )'ou 'II gd mor~ readers" (CoeVer, 
2()()8). He go~s on to say that ~uIT~nl l )', "We Iindereslimate what our re~ders are 
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Figure 19: r,pe (lIAclivi'y Depicted in .1nicie 
Th~ ""uIIS OI'lh~ ab<lv~ study would illdical~ that there is a ,al'ial bias o l"<>lhering' 
p",s~nt illltw lravd amll~i"ur~ rnagaLin~ indlLstry. This is indicat~d by the high 
rcrccnwg~ ()fwhit~ w,ilers. and lh~ t"cllhat most visual content d~rict s mos!ly white 
people. 
A few '" bl~J '1 u~sl ions \\~'" ashJ 10 k~} p",l~ssi()ml, in order to undcr;tand "hether 
or l10llhae is currently a gemler hins ,,;Ihin Sou th African tra~cl writing. The first 
question asked the professionals \\ hcth~r they fdl that (h~rc was a gender bia, "ith I n Ihe 
industry. In other word,. lh~y were ask~d ifth~y fdl that their industry wa., 
pred"rnin3ntl~' rnal~, {"male, or irlhcr~ w3S an e'lual dislrihlLtioll ()fwrit~1'> hetwe~n the 
_,exes. L~ Roux (2()()R) ,tated that ,h~ w"lLld lih ·'to think it wa" ~yuaL hlLl rthall as far 
a,> [_,he] knowrs], thne are mow mal~ writers" than fcmalc writ~rs in hcr industry today. 
SIle felt thallhis \\as also thc ca<;<; with wi ldlife photography. Howcver. shc said thatior 
her, the road to hecorning a fcmaic travel writer was not hampered by rrcjudic~, As long 
as "yOlL know the rnagaLine, and give th~ editor whal they want it's easy", sh~ said (l.~ 
Roux, 2()()8). When asked the same '-jucslion C()lClL~r (lOOR) _'iaid lhat "it' s not a macho 
industry": in lact, he feds that i I'" '-ju ile balanced al prescnt, especial l)' within his officc_ 
The content anal)'sis yuantifying gentkr was probl~matic and th~ sam pic contains an 
dement or lLnccrtai nt)' _ The lirst reason lor thi" is that "om~ of the _,torics neglected 10 











ditlicult to assllme the gender "I' writer> I>~""d ,,,lei Y on lneir names. I ~ Beca"", ()flne,~ 
rea.,,,ns. 3n ·unid" ntitlcd" category '>vas created. Ilowc\'cr. with Ihc informalion that Inc 
analysis W~~ ahle tn 'luantify. thi s study j,)und Ihm trmds relming 10 gender ',,'rc sligh!. 
'1 his was substirnt ialed h)' 1"" [eMs relating (0 conlent ~nd magazine rnnlrihulnrs. 
The first analysis entai led a direct count oflloe gender OhHi lcrs in I he Slll11plc, und il wus 
found thai lhere' were ,lightly more female' "riters than male (sec Figure 20). HO'H'vcr. 
an)' polenlial bias cannot be (krivcd from lhis Ix! alorll', \.\';Ihoul asslIming that males or 
tCll\3lcs are intrinsically biasC'd. 'J he nJ!urc of the industry. as stated alx>ve by Lc ROlLX. 
docs not seem to includ,' gender bias against writers. Gre:lIer stock wn be taken frolll the 
lyp" orstMi,'s \\Tinen by n13les 3nd fCIll3leS respectively: th,'n a,king if the storie's 
lhelll,;eI~es indicate bias, 
GE N DER O F WRITERS 
• ~'A" 
. "MAl< 
• ,_. N K N OWN 
Fi!<"r~ 20: Gender oj Puh/M,..d Wrirer_. 
Ille second yuc-;lion rel~ling to gcnder hia~ was in regards 10 lfle ge ndering or ~lori~s_ In 
Olher words, it a.,k~d 1 r the pro le~sion~ls leillhat lelll~le, "~re conlinu~11 y lold 10 write 
3boliltradition:1Ily fern in i 7ed topics, su~h a~ cuisine, fashion, or fami I y oriented hoi ida)'S 
over oth,'rs. In thi s instance. Le Roux (ZOOS) says that in today's industry, the' types of 
stori ~s thai one dlOOS~S 10 write "-depends Illore on your p"r,onality than il does on )'OUf 
gender." She staled that she ha., "'done a lo t of rough Ihings wi lh Weg" ~nd i l dep"nds 
IllOI>' on lhe im~rests ora person th3n their sex. For in>1ane" "he ,ays thm )'Ou may g,'t 
"adremlin freaks" wh,) wam to panakc in ntr,'Il'" spons; '"It's not like' the storics I chose 
are Illore Jelllinine" (Le Roux, Z()OS), She reels thai "many orlOC lra\'d wriling 











and stated that most of the males in the pictures are men. She goes on to say however, 
that there is a current trend to write stories around women who partake in predominantly 
male travel writing roles such as 4 x 4 trips for women only. Le Roux explained that she 
was asked to speak on a radio show that wanted to interview female hikers. As a female 
travel journalist, she says that she does not agree with stories which focus primarily on 
one sex partaking in an activity over another (Le Roux, 2008). 
In the content analysis, it was found (see Table 1) that male writers were responsible for 
content that can be viewed as traditionally male, although females made up a large and 
almost equal part of that writing. However, writing that can be seen as more feminine, or 
topics without gender were mostly compiled by women (see Table 2). This may indicate 
a gendering bias of stories. But this could just be representative of the higher number of 







Table 1: Traditionally Male Activities 









Table 2: Feminine and Genderless Activities 
Coetzer (2008), a male journalist within the field says that although he was aware of 
gendering of travel writing stories in the past, he does not feel that it occurs to the same 
degree today. He explained that when he started in Weg, there were columns written by 
males, about what it was like being in the army. However, this has changed, and the only 
area in which he feels this still occurs is in car magazines, where he says that "women get 
compared with cars a lot" (Coetzer, 2008). Despite his feelings, he says he constantly 
gets his partner to read over his work in case it may accidentally come across as gendered 











stories such as that he 'the man' is not always in the driver's seat, and that the woman is 
not always the one who prepares the food for the journey (Coetzer, 2008). When asked 
the same question, Lazar (2008) believed that she does not feel that there is any 
gendering of stories either, and she felt very strongly that "it should be that a man can go 
to a spa [write about it] and enjoy it as much as a woman can. 
However, the findings suggest that the travel magazine industry in some ways is still 
gendered especially within certain aspects of it. Advertisements and advertorials carry a 
large weight in content, and provide an important source of income for the publications. 
Together with this and how well advertisements can be targeted towards a certain 
demographic, a gender bias in this regard towards men may apply. Although the majority 
felt that the stories within their publications were not gendered, they named a few in other 
elements of travel writing that were. Likewise, it seems that there is a reverse form of 
gendering of stories that has begun possibly in order to combat it from taking place 
within the present market. Also, as Coetzer (2008) has exemplified, some travel writers 
within the industry are aware of a not so distant gendering past, and still use methods in 
order to prevent the bias from occurring in the present. 
It would seem that 'sexism' is not perceived to be a problem in the industry. Also, female 
writers are not segregated from partaking in those activities that can be viewed as 
traditionally male. Furthermore, it seems that writers are sensitive to the issue of gender 
bias and make a concerted effort to control their material as such. However, advertising 
within the publications indicate that the target is an affluent white male. Therefore bias 
exists in the type of story selected, but not necessarily in what the gender of the writer 
would be. 
Advertising 
This research found that advertising and advertorials playa significant role within South 
African travel writing magazines. The content analysis for this section found that 











travel writing content measured. This is significant considering that textual content only 
accounted for thirty percent which is just double the space allotted to advertisements. 
All of the editorial staff agreed that advertising was necessary in order for their 
magazines to stay in print. Booyens (2008) spoke of the necessity of having 
advertisements within their publication. He believes that "the tempo of a magazine has a 
rhythm, and [that] your ads should do the same. If you are too much over the quota of 
ads you need to put in more editorials to make the reader think they are getting something 
out of it" (Booyens, 2008). He also believes that if there were no advertisements, his 
readers would ask them where they were. According to him, a healthy quota of ads 
versus editorial content would be 40% ads and 60% editorial content (Booyens, 2008). 
Booyens (2008) also stated that "Ads need to find a home where [they] are 
comfortable ... for example, vegetable ads are not good for a hunting magazine; they have 
to fit." He believes that "magazines should pick fitting and comfortable ads, that speak to 
[ their] readers; otherwise it [could] destroy [ their] magazine" (Booyens, 2008). 
Given the importance that the pairing of advertisement to publication has, as well as what 
this implies for advertisers speaking to the magazines' prime target audience, this section 
of the content analysis quantified which advertisements appeared most (see Figure 21). 
The findings indicated that there was a fairly wide variety, ranging from men's deodorant 
to motor vehicles. Much of the product type would appeal to an affluent reader, and 
more specifically a male audience. The products are expensive, and almost always target 
males directly either in text or image. An example of such an advert depicted a man 
sampling a face cream product for men. This can be used as an indicator that the 
magazine is specifically targeted by advertisers for their readership demographic. These 
advertisements would in tum make the magazine more appealing for an affluent male 
audience. There is bias expressed here from the side of the advertisers to target content 
that is structured to appeal to their desired demographic. This highlights the fact that 
these magazines are managed to appeal to a particular demographic - and bias is present 
















ADVERTISE M ENTS 
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Tn imlicate the large role that advertisements play in lrm'd and leisure puhlicatiol1s, the 
amoum of-cbs,ili~d' adverti<emel1t< "ere ~l1aly7ed , These are advertisement, that are 
found allhe end of the maga7ine, and are <eparate from adverts. and :ld\-ertorials which 
arc found in the body. Over t oc 'ampic publ ic~tions. 20% of lotal content wa, e la"i lied 
advertiscmenh. As a part Orlolal income I'lr the plLhli,,~tion. 11..., contributi(Hl fr(Hll 
ad,ertisemel1ts would he con,iderahl~_ There may therefore he bia.~ from a fin~nci~1 
point of"iew to ensur~ that the m~ga7ine continues to suit the readership demographic 
sought by the advertisers. 
Whel1 asked ~hnl1ltl...,se cbssili~d<. Fox (200R) stakd that they ~re their "bre~d and 
butter-', According to Fox (200R). lhi, rebtion<hip. ~nd the u'e of ad\,ertisement, within 
the pllblication allow uelul<'uy to stay in print. and to continue making money. Like 
many pllblication'. his is run by a go\-erning hoard. and according to him lhey need lhe 
help nf :ldvcrtisers occau sc the "Gre} -suits are looking lor cash now. and lhey ,,~nl [(l 
see the hOllom line" (Fox. 200g), Fox (2008) wenl on lO say Ihat Gelal>'ayha, ~ very 
close relationship with their ad,ertiser< in the tourism industry. and tikltthey help lmst an 
annu~1 trades how, a< well a' "ariou' other nents with many of th~m. He men! inned thai 
Gelul<'ay's relationship with their ad'ertiscrs in the tourism industry is an "even closer 
relution,hip than you would hm'e in mn,t maga7il1es __ rhec~use the tourism indu<tryj 











Quil~ a high numb,'r of advcrtorials were lound in the sampic of tr31:c1 and lei >lIfe 
magwjnes; Ii Ily six adv~rlorial, in a 1()1~1 or six puhlicaljon-'_ This inuicales thaI ~ brg~ 
amount of content is dri veil dir~Clly by parti~s wi.,hi ng 10 advet1i-;e to the publ ication' s 
13rgC( alldience. There is strong billS indicated here. I hc s< articles foeu, ..oldy on one 
. product" (an act; vity. a tourist destination llnd -;0 on), \0 the elI.clu,ion or other 
potentially beller products. to the d~lrimenl "flhe readership. These l'an he misleading, 
and c~n bte mistaken by the reader li>r atlu~1 critical "()ver~ g" of a topic. 
/" indicated by Figure 22 the ad,ertorial Willen! seem, to primarily include cxrcnsivc 
suhjeCl nmller. to the exdo,jon "j-those unable to MIllrd whal i,on olTer. This lim11 of 
content is hias~d as il does not oll"r ohjecl i\'e insi ghl into whal 'product' may be best, 
hut is subject to which adv~t1i ser is willing: 10 pay more for the magazine coverage , 
TYPE OF PRODUCTS SOLD IN 
ADVERTORtALS 
"""" " ."" 
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In n.;gard s to their rol icies and gcneral feci ings towards advertorial u ..age within lhe 
industry , exh of the professionals had a s<oparate opinion. fox (200M) explained that 
Ceraway doe, nOI w rile 3<herl"ri3Is, but lhm Ihl'Y "rik something si m ilar 10 ad,' erlori~ls. 
lie ,Ialed Ihm, ",,~ ,,,e vehic.les lor liTe Irom Ihe manulilclun.;r" .. l h~ C3r i, given 10 us 
Ii". 1"" wed.s ... and "e le,t drive it forthem'" (Fox, 200H). CoelLer(200H) 'olaled lh31 he 
has h~d 10 "rik adverlorials, even wilhin }!.o ! and ",,~n count lhe mi ,lim un" r of having 10 
,,,ile them 1 on One hand."' He stated that "riting advertorial, really I imit, your freedom 











gels prinl~d (Co"Ver, 200R). Allhough hi,; LOlkagu", L" Roux (200Rl, slated that ,;he felt 
Ihat advertol'ials did not work. her edilor Uooyens (lO()H) stated that the ltSC of 
advertorials was Ii ne: and "tha( you ean practicc ""onderlill jolt rnal ism throlLgh 
adv"rtorials," Hc belines lhat "ConSlLmCr<; arC e~onornkall)' rohust .. ~an mak" th"ir 
own dttisions'·. and I".,]s lhal irrlh~)' """ lhal il is] spon,;oreJ they know \ol.1ke it w,ith a 
pinch of salt:· 
'Freebies' a nd Rarter Agreements 
tkconiing 10 I.a~ar (2005: HO). there iSH l.1rge tendency for lilO'>C wilhin (he industry to 
accept 'freebies' and 10 ,;ign harter agreements. Simi lar 10 the bias I hat results frunt 
advertoria l content, the usc of such t.1cties docs not alwa)s lead to an objective portrayal 
or ~,'~ms. It is difficult to acclLrale! y rneaSur~ th~ industry's uSe or 'rreehi~" and halter 
agr~emel1ts solei)' lhrough a content an.1lysis as nUl';! publication,; "iii no( openly .1dmit 
10 these (actic,;. The only way to pinpoint these tactics is 10 COltlH the number oftimcs an 
arlicle directly posts whcther 01' not they h.1"C paid for lheir m\n lravel and 
accommodation. This measure is flawed by the lact that. as mentioned, lhese lactics ar~ 
nil! indicated by the publicmiol1s. Figure n represent'; lhe resulls of this analysis. As 
shown by the findings. there i,; a large q\lestion mark ho~ering over (he aClUal amount of 
. freehie' and bHrter .1greemen( lIsagc. 
DIRECT IN DICATION OF "FREEBIE" 
USAGE 
'0" "" 
Figure 2J. indi",,"on '1 'Freebie ' 
!)~spile lhe r~"Lils Oflh~ cOlllen\ anal~,is regarding lhe indu'II)"S lLsag~ of ' f",ehi~,;' and 
barler agreem~nl', il waS still a commonly re~lLrring lopic within lhe illler\'i~ws. 










and writers had their own policies regarding whether or not they use them and why. 
According to Fox (2008), the 'freebie' plays a big role in the generation of their 
magazine. Each month the editorial staff at Getaway chooses a certain theme around 
which their magazine and its stories will be based. Themes could include beach holidays, 
hiking holidays, city holidays, and so on. In order to choose the destinations that will fit 
into these themes, the editorial staff often tum to their files which contain a collection of 
invitations that they have received over the years from a number of tourist spots and 
places of accommodation. They then choose a few destinations that fit in with their 
monthly theme, and will most likely stay at those places for free, all inclusive (Fox, 
2008). This method also applies with most of the gear that their journalists use along 
their trip. Fox (2008) stated that it allows them the ability to travel affordably, and that 
saving this extra money allows them to buy the best photographic equipment on the 
market, which in tum produces a better final product. Likewise, he also stated that if they 
accept invitations, then they know what to expect before going there, and that they know 
their job will be much easier and far more comfortable (Fox, 2008). In this regard, 
Booyens (2008) believed that some sort of regulatory board or code of conduct is called 
for, as there is a vested interest in travel. He stated that "There is a social contract 
between readers and the editorial staff [of a magazine], and that twenty Rand should buy 
them the loyalty of the editorial staff' (Booyens, 2008). He stressed the importance that 
a publication must inform their readers on their usage of 'freebies, and if they ever 
change their stance on this subject then the reader deserves the right to know about it. 
Booyens (2008) proudly stated that Weg pays for all of their own travel. He insisted that 
doing so was not a large expense, and the rewards outweigh the costs. He believes that if 
you become a part of the 'freebie circuit' then you lose touch with the main agenda, 
because you would not have chosen those destinations if you were not invited to them. 
He stated that the basis for the choice of destination for Weg was the potential interest of 
the reader (Booyens, 2008). On this topic, Coetzer (2008) agreed with his publication's 
standpoint and stated that it allows for travel journalists to write honestly about their 
destination. Lazar (2005: 80) has spoken greatly on this topic in the past, saying that the 
use of 'freebies' happens quite frequently within the industry, especially with freelancers. 











often use a lot of invitations or 'freebies'. However, she made it clear that her 
publication never signs barter agreements (Lazar, 2008). Lazar (2008) said that they 
always make it clear at the bottom of each article if they have been hosted, if the trip has 
been paid for, or paid for in part. She says that doing so is very important because it lets 
their "readers know from whence we come" (Lazar, 2008). 
In terms of finding out if these modem advertiser and editorial relationships actually 
affected the content written, the answers were staggered, depending on which company 
made it their policy of accepting 'freebies' or not. Getaway's Deputy Editor, Fox (2008), 
said that "advertisers could cause a stir" when it came to content, but that their editorial 
team would most likely decide whether or not to drop the story, or write another version 
if that were the case. With the same question, Booyens (2008) firmly stated that 
advertisers do not affect the content found within the pages of Weg because they pay their 
own way and thus avoid these sorts of issues. According to Coetzer (2008) their 
"advertisers do not influence what [they] do, but rather [they] influence what [their] 
advertisers do. In other words, he explains that their stories are already written before 
they actually get their advertisers to sign on. For example, the advertising teams at Weg 
and go! try to get a hotel or tour operator from a similar location to the destination they 
wrote about to advertise within their magazine after the fact (Coetzer, 2008). Lazar's 
(2008) reaction to this question was that she could not count the number of times that an 
advertiser had called her team expecting an editorial to be done on them simply because 
they paid for ad space within their section. However, she said that advertisers do not 
influence what is written within her publication, due to their policy not to sign barter 
agreements (Lazar, 2008). Lazar (2008) later stated that if there were a few ads running 
in their section relating to the same product, that her publication may decide to write a 
very broad editorial on that type of product without offering any favourites. The example 
she gave in this instance was that they may write a generic piece on cruise ships if one or 
more of the advertisers were involved in that part of the industry (Lazar, 2008). 
The results of the content analysis and the interviews from this section on advertising 











\\as /()Und that acl\ertisers have a large role in the production or a publ ication. it \\ as also 
brought to light that the types of adn.Ttising used \\ere geared mainly to\\ards the 
publication's target demographic. This pairing of product t:- pc and demographic \\as not 
done by chance. Editors spoke freely about their close relationships \\ ith acl\crtiscrs. and 
their calculated achertising methods geared to\\ards their targeted audience. 
These findings indicate that those within the industry arc in l~lct affected by outside 
forccs. and are often made to partake in the types or acti\ities that this papers theoretical 
frame\\ork sets out. According to the professionals and the content analysis. the 
reoccurring themes uncovered by this study suggest that cel1ain types of stories. images. 
and achel1isements alike arc continually highlighted by their producers. This content will 
then appeal to the genres current readership. keep their interests. and thus allow the 
magazines to sell and make a profit. Therefore in doing so they perpetuate the cycle of 












FURTHER RESEARCH AND CONCLUSIONS 
Further research 
Within the findings, this study has mentioned a number of ways in which further research 
could be undertaken in the travel and leisure magazine industry. 
Perhaps the most interesting possibility for future study that this thesis proposes revolves 
around race. Research into this topic could attempt to uncover reasons for the affluent 
black population (LSM 6-10 group) not purchasing these travel and leisure magazines 
despite their similar interest in outdoor activities and travel-style activities. This study 
could also identify whether there is a possibility for a publication which focuses on black 
readers. 
In regards to further research within the topic of gender bias, Le Roux mentioned that 
there has been a lot of recent content that focuses primarily on female-only activities. 
One could try to uncover the reason for this recent trend. Questions that this topic 
invokes include whether gender bias is still present within the industry, or if women need 
to read stories like this in order to empower themselves? 
Another possibility relating to gender bias could be to analyze the representations of 
females within travel magazines which revolve around motor vehicle travelling, targeted 
towards the demographic that is predominantly male. Le Roux (2008) stated that a lot of 
these types of magazines commonly compare women to cars. It would be interesting to 
analyze the ways in which this is done, how often, and why this practice still occurs 
especially within today's gender conscious society. 
Style could also be a topic for further research. One could potentially analyze which type 
of stories the average audience tends to prefer. In this regard, one could look primarily at 











figurcs discussed in this study \vhich indicatcd that if'eg and go.' comhined. sell more 
copies than (ie/01101 and its counterpart ,\/ooi/o()jJ may point to a preferencc \\ith thc 
audiencc. Research into this may pnl\C useful considcring that man: puhlications. 
(ie/u11(11 includcd. reel thc nced to changc their layout in ordcr to satisJ': one st\!c mcr 
another. 
.\d\Crtising and achcrtorials \\ithin the tra\el and leisure magazine industry could also be 
a topic for further rcscarch. J\ study that could hc undcrtaken \\oule! hc to analyzc ho\\ 
thc audience actually kels about largc amounts of mhertiscments \\ithin the travel 
\\Titing publications. 1300yens (2008) belie\ed that the audiences "\ie\\ [them] as an 
essential part of magazines .. ' Ill' feels that if the achertisements disappeared that the 
audience would miss them. and ask the editorial staff \\here their achertisements were. A 
study like this could measure the audiences' threshold point to the numher of 
advertisements in these pUblications. I t may also Ul1co\er that audiences prefer more 
content or image based material because they feel that they receive more for their money. 
or that in fact the audience is actuaily immune to adYertisements. 
Another study could be done on whether or not the audience is m'\are of the fact that the 
many publications receive invitations or freebies from an advel1iser. Research pertaining 
to this topic could analyze whether the audience prefers and trusts content which directly 
indicates that a trip had been paid for by the publication. 
Also. the possible effects that the growing online trawl \\Titing industry is currently 
ha\ing on the traditional trawl and leisure magazine industry is also another area ror 
ruture study. 
Conclusion 
Inn el \\I"iting is an important component of South Africa' s tourism industry. The 
tourism industry is in turn an important clriH'r of the South A.1j·ican econol11: . \\'ith trawl 
and leisure magazines heing a popular rorm oftrmel \\Titing. this paper sought out 











l ntil no\\ there has been \ery little research into the aninity or the trmcl and leisure 
magazine industr:- in South i\jJ-ica to house ad\enisel11ents. alhertorials. and its usc of 
barter agreements. This is also the case \,ith the genres most common I: criticised biases 
of gender. escapism. race. and ·othering·. 
Ihis thesis and its theoretical perspectives illustrated the high Inel ur direct advertising 
and achertorials that exist within the South Ali-ican tra\el and leisure maga7ine industry. 
a factor that is important considering the lack of a regulatory body in this instance. 
Direct ad\ertising was found \vithin ewry publication analyzed. and \vas treated as a 
neeessit: for its sun ivai in most cases. A calculati\(~ pairing of ad\t~rtisel11ents to a 
publication's readership demographic was also found. In some instances. this dynamic 
bet\\ een alhertisements and travel writing content \\as described as an art form that if not 
well managed. would negatively inf1uence a publication' s readership statistics. 
Ad ve110rial s. and a recent development ·the freebie' . and harter agreements were also 
found to be contentious issues amongst the editorial staff of the \arious publications. 
Their existence \vithin the publications demonstrates bias as articles are written positively 
because they have to be. This factor emphasizes the extent to \\hich the industry frames 
and highlights certain aspects of a story. By doing so. the producers tell their reader what 
it is that they think they want to hear. in order to appeal to and keep their readership 
demographic. 
The type of story on which the content focused was mostly outdoor and wildlife hascd. 
This indicates a trend towards a strong desire for escapism amongst readership. 
Through a semiotic analysis. image specialist Brundrit (2()OR) mentioned that visual 
images continually portraying specific themes have the ability to evoke certain thoughts 
and emotions \\ithin its audience. These themes \\ auld he perpetuated hy the magazines 
in order to ensure the interest of the readership. 
This thesis also brought forth issues regarding the bias of race and ·othering". This \\as 











images that depicted mainly \\hite participants in acti\ ities. It also questioned \\h) the 
majnrit) of those participating in outdoor ~lcti\ ities (mainl~ the artluent hlack population) 
are not reading these publications. This could indicall' that the outdoor acti\ities chosen 
for the publications arc not interesting to black people. It could abn mean that the 
Clcti\ ities arc \Hitten about in Cl hiased \\Cl) that docs not appeal to the black population. 
This thesis also found that a gender bias existed in the \\(1) that a story \\as selected. 
Ilm\ewr. gi\en the large number of 1Cmale \\l'iters currentl) \\ orking \\ ithin the field. 
this stuch found that <1 gender bias in rdation to the sex of the \\Titer did not exist. 
Finally. the \\a) in whicl, South African trmel \\Titers and producers arc ~l\\are of the 
current representational and commercial biases that currently exist \\ithin the industr) 
and hcm they try to sensiti\ely deal with them was also unco\ered. 
In closing. this thesis found that each of the biases mentioned in past research. do in fact 
exist \\ithin the tnl\'c1 and leisure magazine industry of South Africa. In order to reach 
these findings. the present study gave a background into the genre itself. It pro\ided a 
bricC oveniew of the genre' s relationship with tourism. and the recent dnelopments 
towards promoting the genre. It also offered a historical look into both the travel \\Titing 
genre as well as the travel and leisure magazine industry "ithin South Africa. In order to 
prmide a working knovvIedge about the genre' s past criticisms of bias. this thesis detailed 
the academic research \\Titten on this topic. The methods or a content analysis and a set 
of qualitative intenie\\s and their findings \\ere also described in full. Lastly. a number 
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1 The 'guide book' is a form of travel writing where the reader takes the advice of the writer and uses it to 
partake in the physical act of travel themselves. 
2 The term 'armchair travel' refers to the escapist intentions of the reader. An armchair traveler will use the 
genre as a means to explore the world without leaving the comforts of their own home. 
3 Herodotus was one of the very first travel writers living in the fifth century BC. According to 
Swarbrooke and Homer (1999: 14) he "traveled by sea to Egypt, Persia, Sicily and Babylon ... [and] 
recorded his experiences in ways which both informed and entertained the reader" 
4 The five publications that were aggregated from the All Media Product Survey (AMPS) 2008A statistics 
were Getaway, go!, Weg, Drive Out, and South African Country Life. Out of this thesis' sample, these were 
the only publications offered within the AMPS survey. 
s In 2000, Land Rover published a three page advertisement in over twenty South African magazines. The 
advertisement depicts a half naked Himba woman standing alone in a desolate Namibian setting. After a 
Land Rover Freelander is shown speeding past her, the woman's breasts are abruptly swung sideways, in 
the direction of the moving vehicle. At this point, the caption reads "The new more powerful 
Freelander. .. The only thing tougher will be deciding on which one you prefer" (van Eeden, 2006: 344). In 
2001, the advertisement was regarded as a violation against the International Code of Advertising Practice, 
and each of the twenty publications was made to issue a retraction condemning the advertisement and its 
message (van Eeden, 2006: 344). 
6 The category of 'unidentified' was used in the test measuring escapism through visuals. It refers to 
pictures that focused solely on things such as cars, plants, or other inanimate objects that did not fit into the 
other two categories. 
7 This accounts for any reference of politicians and their actions taking place before 1994. A reference 
made about Thabo Mbeki, or Nelson Mandela in a present context, for example was not counted. 
8 Late in 2007, it was found that Eskom, South Africa's electricity provider, had mismanaged the countries 
resources resulting in a national power shortage. (IOL NEWS, 2008b). In 2007-2008, the company carried 
out load-shedding solutions, which left much of the country without power for a few hours each week, and 
cost the country approximately R 50 billion (IOL NEWS, 2008a). This practice continued for a number of 
months 
9 The following is the list of writers whose content was analysed within this study: Alex Cremer, Alison 
Westwood, Anim Van Wyk, Anita De Villiers, Anthea Forlee, Barrie Louw, Braham Van Zyl, Cathy 
Hofmeyer, Cheri-Ann Potgieter, Chris Marais, David Bristow, Dawie Vermey, Don Briscoe, Esma Le 
Roux, Fred W Hasner, Geoff Levey, Gina Meintjes, Greg Penfold, Heather Dugmore, Helen Frazer, Huck 
Orban, Jaco Kirsten, Jacqui Latimer, Jazz Kuschke, Jeanne Liebetrau, Jo Kromberg, John Costello, Julia 
Lloyd, Julienne Du Toit, Justin Fox, Kenyon Clegg. Kerry Theobold, Kingsley Holgate, Leigh Stefanski, 
Leon Marais, Leonie Joubert, Lize Odendal, Marguerite Lombard, Marianne Heron, Marion Whitehead, 
Mark D Anderson, Michael Poliza, Mike Nunun, Nancy Richards, Peter Chadwick, Peter Pinnock, 
Raymond Travers, Richard Can Ryneveld, Rizel Maritz, Rulan Heunis, Sarietha Engelbrecht, Scarlett 
Steer, Sharon Davis, Sibulele Siko, Talita Hom, Tania Griffen. Taryn Muller, Toast Coetzer, Yolandie 
Wirth 
10 Alex Cremer, Alison Westwood, Anim Van Wyk, Anita De Villiers, Anthea Forlee, Barrie Louw, 
Braham Van Zyl, Cathy Hofmeyer, Cheri-Ann Potgieter, Chris Marais. David Bristow, Dawie Vermey, 
Don Briscoe, Esma Le Roux, Fred W Hasner, Geoff Levey, Gina Meintjes, Greg Penfold, Heather 
Dugmore, Helen Frazer, Huck Orban, Jaco Kirsten, Jacqui Latimer, Jazz Kuschke, Jeanne Liebetrau, Jo 
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